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wear test methods that accurately replicate its root cause mechanics. CoC prostheses can 
provide lower wear rates than other types of prostheses; however, their clinical adoption 
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whiteboard, and the arena of the laboratory, where we repeatedly proved that women and 
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1.1 Scope of research




(UHMWPE) crosslinked by radiation treatment to improve its wear performance. This ma-





and ball implants; the latter component is also called the femoral head, or simply head. 
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ics are employed in both head and liner components.
These implant materials have been deployed as the head and the liner in numerous dif-
ferent combinations, but four particular combinations stand out:
1. Metal-on-plastic (MoP): This type pairs a metal head with a plastic liner. Based on 
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does a metal head.
3. Metal-on-metal (MoM): This type mates a CoCr head with a CoCr liner. The use 




scratched and worn by asperities on the much harder ceramic or metal head.
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wear tests have shown that crosslinked UHMWPE can provide 80-90% reduction in wear 
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Recently, the market for CoC hips has declined in apparent response to their potential 
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years 2000 and 2005, CoC implants rose in market share, from practically 0% in 2000 to 


















retrieved CoC hips, where the problem was associated with cup orientation and component 
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#5 describes the desired outcome of the research. Point #6 makes a business case for the 
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3. Apply the same forces and stresses in wear tests of full-scale implants.
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In Quadrant 1, the objective was to determine the suitability of Hertzian contact theory 
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wear tests of those later tasks.





























specimens. Each test would be used to rank the wear of three different material pairs, and 
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as a suitable substitute for the test of full-scale implants.
The end objective was hence to develop two test methods applicable to simply shaped 
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shapes such as cylinders, spheroids, and disks. Despite their simple form, the specimen 
pairs would simulate the contact mechanics of more complicated full-scale components, 
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bor in the project plan. Because some of the team members were also students of the 
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Mr. Tibbitts made other important contributions, particularly in Quadrant 4 of the plan. 
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overviews of Chapters 2-8 and link them to the entire project plan described in Section 1.2.




























its subject matter would appeal to a wider audience.
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achieved the aims of Quadrant 1 in the project plan. The research validated the hypoth-
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acetabular liners: Chapter 5
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products to this day. Since the wear test apparatus we had constructed for Quadrant 3 was 


















the project. Nevertheless, as we developed our concepts for the dual-severity wear test 
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ticle will be submitted for publication in the Journal of Orthopaedic Research, in particular, 
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1.4.7 Opportunities for further advancements: Chapter 8

















nents, and many such components have already been made.
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cylinder-cylinder pair composed of the very cylinders already made will represent 
the contact stress distribution of the middle cross-section of the cylinder-spheroid 
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in a Hertzian Contact Problem
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Laboratory testing of contact phenomena can be prohibitively ex-
pensive if the interacting bodies are geometrically complicated.
This work demonstrates means to mitigate such problems by ex-
ploiting the established observation that two geometrically dis-
similar contact pairs may exhibit the same contact mechanics.
Speciﬁc formulas are derived that allow a complicated Hertzian
contact pair to be replaced with an inexpensively manufactured
and more easily ﬁxtured surrogate pair, consisting of a plane and
a spheroid, which has the same (to second-order accuracy) con-
tact area and pressure distribution as the original complicated
geometry. This observation is elucidated by using direct tensor
notation to review a key assertion in Hertzian theory; namely,
geometrically complicated contacting surfaces can be described
to second-order accuracy as contacting ellipsoids. The surrogate
spheroid geometry is found via spectral decomposition of the
original pair’s combined Hessian tensor. Some numerical ex-
amples using free-form surfaces illustrate the theory, and a labo-
ratory test validates the theory under a common scenario of nor-
mally compressed convex surfaces. This theory for a Hertzian
contact substitution may be useful in simplifying the contact, wear,
or impact testing of complicated components or of their constitu-
ent materials. DOI: 10.1115/1.4003492
Keywords: contact mechanics, Hertzian theory, elliptical contact,
contact testing, wear testing, substitute contact
1 Introduction
Hertz’s theory of elastic contact was originally introduced in
1882 1. Johnson 2 noted that the theory met with early appre-
ciation and has “stood the test of time.” Notwithstanding myriad
pertinent developments in the intervening century, Hertz’s geo-
metric propositions are somewhat obfuscated by the common, but
cumbersome, use of scalar notation where tensor notation would
be clearer 3. Also, the theory’s geometric details lead quite natu-
rally to the concept that the local deformation and stress ﬁelds of
a complicated contact pair may be replicated to second-order ac-
curacy by a simpler pair having the same relative curvatures. This
is a known, but not yet developed or implemented, aspect of the
prior work that offers practical beneﬁts of simplifying potentially
difﬁcult contact and wear testing projects. Accordingly, the
present article has two speciﬁc aims:
1. To show that direct tensor notation improves clarity of the
geometric propositions in the Hertz contact theory. The theory is
underpinned by two propositions that describe the geometry of
two smooth contacting surfaces:
? ???? ??????? ??? ?? ????????? ???? ??? ????????? ??????????
lying on mutually orthogonal planes
? ??? ???????? ??????? ???????? ?????? ?? ??? ?????????? ????
faces can be described by a quadratic form, which implies
that lines of constant separation are ellipses
Despite seeming to be very limiting, these propositions are, in
fact, second-order accurate for arbitrary differentiable surfaces. In
this work, a novel tensor description of the geometric problem
will be used to clarify and justify these propositions.
2. To prove that an arbitrarily shaped Hertzian contact pair can
be substituted with a simpler pair consisting of a spheroid and a
ﬂat plane, without altering the original contact area or contact
pressure. As shown by upcoming Eqs. 21, 19, and 13, the
dimensions of the spheroid can be readily computed using simple
functions of the original pair’s geometry. Veriﬁcation is offered by
geometric analysis and contact stress analysis of a pair of compli-
cated 3D surfaces. A laboratory validation demonstrates the sub-
stitution theory with convex surfaces. This substitution concept
clearly has potential to reduce costs of contact and wear testing by
using simply manufactured and easily ﬁxtured surrogate geom-
etries.
2 Geometry in Hertzian Contact
2.1 The Assumptions Concerning Geometry. Assumptions
behind Hertzian theory have been amply justiﬁed 2,4,5. Two of
the key geometric propositions that describe the contacting sur-
faces are mathematical statements:
1. Each surface may be described by an equation that includes




2. Closed curves on the two surfaces that are separated by a
constant distance h have a projection onto the tangent plane
that is an ellipse:
h = Ax2 + By2 2
The focus of this section is to elucidate these descriptions via a
novel tensor formulation of Hertzian geometry and to illustrate
their second-order accuracy in describing the geometry of contact.
2.2 Description of a Single Surface. We begin with a de-
scription of a general surface in R3 and several vectors associated
with a point on that surface Fig. 1a. An orthonormal coordinate
basis with base vectors ei is introduced for convenience. Vector x
describes a variable point on the surface, and vector p describes
the contact point. An analytic function f describes the surface as
the set of all points x satisfying the equation fx=0. The normal
at p is nˆ=f / f. The vector from p to another point on the
surface is x-p, and the vector r is deﬁned as the part of x-p
Contributed by the Tribology Division of ASME for publication in the JOURNAL OF
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Fig. 1 „a… Section view through a general surface. „b… Section
view through a surface with the laboratory basis positioned at
the point of contact.
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lying in the plane tangent to the surface at p.
For convenience, the basis is positioned at the initial contact
point, with one base vector aligned opposite to the surface normal
Fig. 1b. The other two base vectors span the tangent plane.
Disallowing cusps in the surface, the scalar-valued function for
the height zr of the surface above the tangent plane may be
expanded in a Taylor series about the origin as follows:
zr = z0 + z0 ? r + 12z0:rr + ¯ 3
Here, “:” denotes the tensor inner product operation. The vector-
and tensor-valued functions are






i, j = 1,2
4
The higher-order terms are neglected in view of the typical
assumption that the contact region is small. The ﬁrst term in the
series is zero because the surface is positioned at the origin; i.e.,
z0=0. Moreover, the second term is zero because z0 is nor-
mal to the surface while r is tangent to the surface. Thus, Eq. 3
reduces to one quadratic form zr 12z :rr. Here, z is under-
stood to be z0. The matrix and indicial forms are
zr  12 r	
Tzr	 and zr1,r2 =
1
2rizijrj 5
where r	 is the 21 array of in-plane components of r, and z
is the 22 component matrix of z, and repeated indices are
implicitly understood to be summed from 1 to 2. Since z is real
and symmetric, there exists an orthonormal principal basis in
which it will be diagonal with its eigenvalues as the diagonal
components. This matrix Z is related to z via the basis trans-
formation
z = QZQT 6
Here, Q is an orthogonal 22 direction cosine matrix whose
columns contain the components of the orthonormalized eigen-
vectors of z. The matrix z is also known as the Hessian
matrix 6. Its eigenvalues are the principal curvatures 1 and 2
of the surface at r=0. Symmetry of z ensures that principal
curvatures are located on two mutually orthogonal planes.
Thus, Eq. 1 is an approximation based on a Taylor series
expansion 3, and the appearance of the principal curvatures re-
sults from a spectral analysis of z. The orthogonal orientation
between the principal curvature directions stems from the fact that
the curvatures are eigenvalues of a symmetric Hessian tensor z.
Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 5 yields an equation of the form
proposed in Eq. 1 as follows:
z = 12 r	
TQZQTr	 = 12 y	TZy	 7
where y	= QTr	 so that, because Z is diagonal
z = 12 1y1
2 + 2y2
2 8
The yi are the components of r with respect to an orthonormal
basis aligned with the eigenvectors of z.
2.3 Distance Between Surfaces. Equation 2 pertains to two
contacting surfaces Fig. 2. The principal basis of Surface K is
the a-basis, and that of Surface P is the b-basis. The following
shows in direct tensor notation that points e.g., k and p separated
by a ﬁxed distance, z=zK+zP, form a locus given by a quadratic
form analogous to Eq. 2.
Let  represent the Hessian z tensor of Surface K, and  that
of P. Thus, Eq. 5 for Surface K is zK=
1
2r ? ?r, and for Surface
P is zP=
1
2r ? ?r. Thus, the total separation distance of two points
k and p, z=zK+zP, is
z = r ? A ? r where A = 12  +  9
Each Hessian tensor is symmetric; therefore, tensor A in Eq. 9
is symmetric. The eigenvectors of A are not generally aligned
with those of  or . Since Eq. 9 is in direct notation, it is valid
in any basis; with respect to the principal basis of A, it may be
written in component form as
z = y	TDy	 = 1y1
2 + 2y2
2 10
Here, D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal components, 1
and 2, are the eigenvalues of A, and y1 and y2 are the compo-
nents of r with respect to an orthonormal basis aligned with the
eigenvectors of A. Equation 10 describes an ellipse; ordering
the eigenvalues 12, and then substituting
c = 
z/1 and d = 
z/2 11
yields the common form y1
2 /c2+y2
2 /d2=1, where cd. This de-
scribes an ellipse centered at r=0, with its major semiaxis c
aligned with the eigenvector associated with 1 and its minor
semiaxis d aligned with the eigenvector of 2. We term a locus of
points satisfying Eq. 10 for a particular z as a tangent ellipse.
For all such points r, there are corresponding points zKr and
zPr on K and P. We call these loci separation curves Fig. 3.
Viewed along the normal axis, the separation curves are coinci-
dent with the tangent ellipse.
2.4 Spectral Analysis. Spectral analysis of A is used to ﬁnd
its eigenvalues. Selecting a basis that coincides with the principal
basis of Surface K the a-basis, the component form of A is
A =
1
21 00 2  + cos 	 sin 	sin 	 − cos 	 1 00 2 
cos 	 sin 	
sin 	 − cos 	  12
Here, the principal curvatures of  and  are ordered such that
1 2 and 1 2. The orientation angle 	 shown in Fig. 2
is the angle between principal directions of  and . The eigen-




 −  and 2 =
1
4 
 +  where

 = 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 = 2 trA
Fig. 2 Contacting curved surfaces „separated for clarity…. Sec-
tion planes contain principal curvatures. For clarity, points k
and p are shown at an exaggerated distance from the origin.
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 = 1 − 22 + 1 − 22 + 21 − 21 − 2cos2	1/2
13
In summary, Eq. 2 is derivable using a symmetric tensor A
composed of the principal curvatures of the two surfaces. Spectral
analysis of this tensor reveals the key dimensions of the tangent
ellipse: its major and minor semiaxis lengths. This derivation il-
lustrates how the separation distance and the tangent ellipse can
be determined from the surface conﬁguration using direct tensor
notation, which is clearer than scalar analysis because of the in-
trinsic invariance of tensors to basis change.
2.5 Veriﬁcation. Numerical simulations were performed to
examine the accuracy of the derived formulas. The simulation
objects were arbitrarily curved surfaces created using computer-
aided design CAD software. First, a curved surface was created,
as in Fig. 4a. Then, portions of the surface were extracted and
transformed into an initial contact conﬁguration, as in Fig. 4b.
Both surfaces were measured in the software to determine the
normal vectors, principal curvatures, and principal curvature ori-
entations Table 1. The laboratory basis was positioned at the
contact point and aligned with one surface’s normal and principal
curvatures.
Next, one surface was translated a small distance  into the
other along the normal. The intersection curve between the sur-
faces was equivalent to a separation curve for the distance . This
3D curve was projected onto the tangent plane at the origin, form-
ing a 2D curve that was termed a quasi-ellipse because corre-
sponding semiaxes were unequal in length. A sequence of such
translations Sim 1 was compiled for a range of . For each, the
lengths of both of the quasi-ellipse’s major semiaxes were re-
corded. In a second simulation Sim 2, one member was concave.
For comparison with each constructed quasi-ellipse, the corre-
sponding tangent ellipse was determined. Its major semiaxis
length was computed using Eqs. 13 and 11 along with the data
in Table 1 and the values of  as data for z in Eq. 11. Figure 5
illustrates the second-order accuracy of the computed dimensions;
it shows that the difference between the quasi-ellipse generated
from arbitrary surfaces and the tangent ellipse from the theory
tends toward zero as the separation distance decreases.
3 Systematic Determination of a Surrogate Contact
Pair
We seek to replace an original, presumably complicated, Hert-
zian contact pair with a surrogate pair that will exhibit the same
Hertzian contact mechanics as the original pair to second-order
accuracy. The replacing pair should meet two design conditions to
fulﬁll this purpose. Condition 1 is that prior to loading, the replac-
ing pair should exhibit the same separation curves as the original
pair. Thus, from Eq. 10, the replacing pair should have the same
constants 1 and 2 as the original pair; hence, these are combined
into an equality expressing the following condition:
1R + 2R = 1O + 2O 14
Here, subscripts R and O denote the replacing pair and the origi-
nal pair, respectively.
Condition 2 is that upon loading, the replacing pair must exhibit
the same contact area to second-order accuracy, given identical
normal force, materials, etc. The tangent ellipse due to a constant
separation distance z in Eq. 10 is not identical to the ellipse that
borders the loaded contact area termed the contact ellipse. In-
stead, the two ellipses are related by the following equation, writ-







Here, a and b are the major and minor semiaxes of the original







rad1 2 1 2
1 0.1821 0.2849 0.0454 0.3076  /6
2 0.0298 0.0995 0.1014 0.2932  /9
Fig. 3 „a… Separation curves, joined by a transparent surface for visual reference. „b… In plan view,
separation curves overlie the tangent ellipse; also, a c-basis is aligned with the principal axes of the
tangent ellipse.
Fig. 4 „a… Free-form virtual surface; region at C extracted and
transformed to contact the original surface at D. „b… Surfaces at
D „viewed along tangent plane… initially touch at a point.
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pair’s contact ellipse, e=
1− b2 /a2 is the eccentricity, and K
and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the ﬁrst and second
kinds, respectively. Condition 2 means that the replacing pair
must also satisfy Eq. 15, from which a second equality is de-
duced as follows:
2R/1R = 2O/1O 16
In the replacing pair, the second body is chosen to be a plane;
thus, 1R=2R=0. Then, using Eq. 16, Eq. 14 reduces to
1R + 2R = 
O 17













O − O, 2R =
1
2 
O + O 19
where 1R and 2R are the principal curvatures of the ﬁrst body in
the replacing pair. The quantities 
O and O are simple functions
of the original pair’s conﬁguration, per Eq. 13. Equation 19
shows that the principal curvatures of the ﬁrst body in the replac-
ing pair can be expressed entirely in terms of known geometric
properties of the original surfaces. By using a lathe, a prolate
spheroid can be inexpensively produced to provide the two re-









2 = 1 where r2  r1 20
To form the replacing pair, this spheroid would be placed in con-
tact with its planar counterpart, with its z axis normal to the plane.
For this conﬁguration, the spheroid’s deﬁning radii can be com-
puted as
r1 = 1/2R, r2 = 
1/1R2R 21
The result in Eq. 21 provides a means to substitute an arbi-
trary contact pair with a surrogate pair, consisting of a spheroid
and a plane, which will provide the same contact area and pres-
sure to second-order accuracy. This concept of Hertzian substitu-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 6.
It is alternatively possible to determine the dimensions of a
surrogate pair consisting of a cylinder and a spheroid. Choosing a
value for the radius of the replacing cylinder r2 yields the cylinder
principal curvatures 1R=0 and 2R=1 /r2. Then, the curvatures of




O − O, 2R =
1
2 
O + O − 22R 22
3.1 Veriﬁcation. To verify these analytical results, the free-
form virtual contact pair of Fig. 6a was taken as an original pair,
and it was compared with its replacing pair of Fig. 6b. In the
following simulations, the surfaces were built, manipulated, and
measured in the CAD software.
Sim A. Comparison of tangent ellipse dimensions to demon-
strate the second-order equivalence of the replacing pair as a sur-
rogate for the original pair.
Sim B. Comparison of contact ellipse dimensions to substantiate
use of the replacing pair as a surrogate for the original pair in
testing scenarios.
The geometry of the replacing pair was computed from the
original pair’s data using Eqs. 21, 19, and 13. The data and
results are given in Table 2.
In Sim A, the dimensions of the tangent ellipses were computed
using Eqs. 13 and 11 with the data in Table 2. Results were
computed across a range of z, and at every value, the difference
between the semiaxis lengths was zero Fig. 7a. This parity
between the tangent ellipses demonstrates that the original and
replacing pairs are equivalent contact pairs to second-order
accuracy.
In Sim B, the virtual surfaces were assumed to be solid bodies,
and both contact pairs were examined by Hertzian contact analy-
sis for normal loading. The ﬁrst body in each pair was assigned an
elastic modulus of 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, and the
second body was assigned values of 150 GPa and 0.3. The dimen-
sions of the contact ellipse and the peak contact pressure were
computed for a range of loads, using formulas described else-
where 2. The results, given in Fig. 7b, were identical for the
two pairs, which further demonstrates their equivalence as Hert-
zian contact pairs.
3.2 Validation. Experimental validation was performed by
comparing the contact ellipses of several different original pairs
with those of their replacing pairs. Results from one such trial are
presented here.
A novel “ﬁngerprinting” technique was developed for recording
a contact patch. Speciﬁcally, one surface was dabbed with grease,
and the grease was wiped repeatedly e.g., 20 times with clean
paper towels to leave a scant ﬁlm. When the two surfaces were
Table 2 Geometry of original and replacing pairs for Sims A
and B „curvatures in mm−1 and radii in mm…
Original pair, with 	= /6
1 2 1 2
0.1820980 0.2848800 0.0453731 0.3076450
Replacing pair
1R 2R r1 r2
0.246974 0.573022 1.745133 2.658207
Fig. 5 Major semiaxis lengths from Sims 1 and 2, compared
with predictions. There were two values for each semiaxis „i.e.,
c1 and c2… since the quasi-ellipses’ complementary semiaxes
were not identical.
Fig. 6 Hertzian substitution concept: An arbitrary contact pair
„a…, with given principal curvatures and orientation, is substi-
tuted with a simpler contact pair „b… consisting of a spheroid
and a plane
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loaded, a thin layer of the grease was transferred onto the origi-
nally clean surface at the contact patch. After the test, this surface
was sprinkled with photocopier toner powder, and then the pow-
der was blown off with dry compressed air. This left black powder
adhered to the transferred grease, which provided a record of the
contact patch with better deﬁned boundaries than could be ob-
tained with commercially available methods for marking contact
patches. The contact patch was then measured and photographed
using an optical coordinate measuring machine Nexiv, Nikon,
Japan.
In one validation test, the original pair consisted of two
37.576 mm cylinders made of extruded polyetherimide plas-
tic. The cylinders were arranged one on top of the other, with their
axes mutually angled at 45 deg. The replacing pair consisted of a
spheroid mated with a ﬂat disk, with the spheroid’s dimensions
computed using Eq. 21. All surfaces were polished to a surface
texture of 0.2 m roughness average Ra. Each pair was com-
pressed under loads from 200 N to 600 N. The major and minor
axes of the contact patches were measured, and the results are
compared in Fig. 8.
4 Discussion
The key geometric propositions in Hertz’s theory, which are
sometimes obfuscated through the use of scalar notation, have
been presented here using a concise and relatively intuitive tensor
notation that groups related properties that would otherwise ap-
pear as separate variables. For example, the Hessian tensor in Eq.
4 is represented compactly by z, and trigonometric terms of the
orientation angle 	 are not introduced until the combined Hessian
tensor A is expressed in component form in Eq. 12. The use of
a truncated, multivariate Taylor series expansion to represent the
distance between the contacting surfaces rigorously showed the
Hertzian approximation of the contacting surfaces to be second-
order accurate.
Two simulations have been here described to potentially set a
standard for veriﬁcation of codes that employ the Hertzian geo-
metric propositions. Differences between the quasi-ellipses and
the tangent ellipses are shown to arise because the separation dis-
tance, as represented by the tangent ellipse equation, is second-
order accurate, not exact. By reducing the normal offset  of one
surface into the other, the Hertzian formulation was shown to
become increasingly accurate in the sense that the quasi-ellipse
approached an ellipse. This exercise nicely illustrates the small-
displacement limitation of Hertzian theory.
The second part of this article developed simple equations to
compute the dimensions of a spheroid-plane contact pair that can
substitute for a complicated contact pair and exhibit the same
contact behavior, which is appealing for reducing costs in wear
testing. Sims A and B demonstrated that the original and replacing
pairs have separation distances, contact ellipses, and contact pres-
sures that are equal to second-order accuracy. A simple laboratory
experiment validated the substitution theory in a convex contact
pair. Johnson showed 2 that the coefﬁcients A and B describing
the separation of contacting surfaces Eq. 2 determine in part
the contact ellipse. The present article has thoroughly demon-
strated a consequence of that observation via a validated analysis
giving explicit equations for a simple surrogate contact pair.
5 Summary and Conclusions
The established notion that two geometrically dissimilar contact
pairs may exhibit the same contact mechanics can be exploited to
advantage. An original, complicated Hertzian contact pair may be
substituted by a simpler, surrogate contact pair that will replicate
the original pair’s contact mechanics to second-order accuracy.
The surrogate contact pair can take the form of a spheroid-plane
pair or of a spheroid-cylinder pair. The geometric simplicity of
these replacing pairs may make them useful surrogates for expen-
sive or complicated components in contact testing, such as rank-
ing of materials for their wear resistance.
The geometric propositions of Hertzian contact theory are elu-
cidated by using direct tensor notation. This approach clariﬁes the
simplifying representation of an arbitrary surface by its two prin-
cipal curvatures. Further, the approach shows that the Hertzian
formulation of surface separation as a quadratic form results from
a second-order Taylor series approximation. The coefﬁcients in
the quadratic form are the eigenvalues of the combined Hessian
tensors of the two contacting surfaces.
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Fig. 7 Simulation results. „a… Sim A tangent ellipses: results show zero difference. „b…
Sim B: Contact analysis: results for semiaxis lengths and pressure were identical for the
pairs.
Fig. 8 Results of one validation test: comparison of contact
patch major and minor axes. Legend: “OP” is the original pair,
and “RP” is its replacing pair. Results for minor axes overlie
one another.
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Nomenclature
Vectors, Tensors, and Matrices
Vector and tensor quantities are in bold; in matrix form they are
enclosed in brackets or braces. For example, a tensor T in matrix
form is denoted as T. Likewise, a vector v in array form is
denoted as v	.
A  Hessian tensors combined under a common
laboratory basis
D  diagonalized component matrix of A
Q  rotation matrix formed from components of
eigenvectors of z
Z  diagonal matrix of principal curvatures of a
surface
ai ,bi  ith base vector of a basis aligned with princi-
pal curvatures of Surfaces K and P
ci  ith base vector of a basis aligned with the
principal axes of the tangent ellipse
ei  ith base vector of a ﬁxed orthonormal labora-
tory reference basis
nˆ  unit vector normal to a surface
p  the initial point of contact on a surface
r  the part of x-p that lies in the mutual tangent
plane
x  vector to a point on a surface
y  coordinate vector of basis aligned with surface
principal curvatures
z  gradient of z
z  double gradient of z; tensor of surface
curvatures
 ,  Hessian tensors of Surfaces K and P
0  the zero vector
Scalars
A, B  coefﬁcients in ellipse equation
K, P  labels for two contacting surfaces
R3  real, three-dimensional space
a, b  major and minor semiaxes of the contact
ellipse
c, d  major and minor semiaxes of the tangent
ellipse
e  eccentricity of an ellipse
h  distance between opposing points on contact-
ing surfaces
k, p  opposing points on contacting surfaces
r1, r2  principal radii of a prolate spheroid
z  distance of a surface point from the tangent
plane; alternately, distance between opposing
points on two surfaces
	  angle between planes of minimum absolute
principal curvature, measured relative to the
surface initially expressed in the a-basis
  orientation angle of the tangent ellipse relative
to the laboratory basis
  function of principal curvatures and their rela-
tive orientation

  sum of principal curvatures of both surfaces
  a displacement along the common normal axis
1, 2  principal curvatures at the contact point on the
surface aligned with the a-basis
1, 2  eigenvalues of A
1, 2  principal curvatures at the contact point on a
lone surface
1, 2  principal curvatures at the contact point on the
surface aligned with the b-basis
Special Functions
K, E  complete elliptic integrals of ﬁrst and second
kinds of modulus e
Subscripts
K, P  surfaces K and P
O, R  original pair and replacing pair
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a b s t r a c t
The components of prosthetic hip bearings may experience in-vivo subluxation and edge loading on the
acetabular socket as a result of joint laxity, causing abnormally high, damaging contact stresses. In this
research, edge-loaded contact of prosthetic hips is examined analytically and experimentally in the
most commonly used categories of material pairs. In edge-loaded ceramic-on-ceramic hips, the
Hertzian contact theory yields accurate (conservatively, o10% error) predictions of the contact
dimensions. Moreover, the Hertzian theory successfully captures slope and curvature trends in the
dependence of contact patch geometry on the applied load. In an edge-loaded ceramic-on-metal pair, a
similar degree of accuracy is observed in the contact patch length; however, the contact width is less
accurately predicted due to the onset of subsurface plasticity, which is predicted for loads 4400 N. The
Hertzian contact theory is shown to be ill-suited to edge-loaded ceramic-on-polyethylene pairs due to
polyethylene’s nonlinear material behavior. This work elucidates the methods and the accuracy of
applying classical contact theory to edge-loaded hip bearings. The results help to deﬁne the
applicability of the Hertzian theory to the design of new components and materials to better resist
severe edge loading contact stresses.
& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The femoral head and acetabular liner of a prosthetic hip joint
may not always function as the ideal ball-and-socket joint they
are designed to be, which may be a root cause for clinically
observed wear modes. Hip replacement surgery may alter the
structural dimensions and the tissue constraints of a hip joint
such that the ball and socket are held together more loosely than
planned for in design. Thus, when examining the potential wear
modes of prosthetic hips, it is important to consider that the joint
has the potential to be damaged from adverse behaviors such as
disassociation and eccentric contact.
Previous investigations have described various abnormal
behaviors in prosthetic hip joints. Dislocation, with the ball
(or head) fully exiting the socket, has been widely reported and is
the extreme example (Lewinnek et al., 1978). Fluoroscopic studies
have revealed smaller ball-socket separations (subluxation) dur-
ing various hip motions (Lombardi et al., 2000; Dennis et al.,
2001; Komistek et al., 2002). Such subluxation has been called
microseparation (Nevelos et al., 2000) and micro-lateralization
(Sariali et al., 2010). Implant malalignment and small femoral
heads may contribute to femoral neck impingement on the liner’s
rim (Nadzadi et al., 2002; Crowninshield et al., 2004). Impinge-
ment may lever the head out of the socket, causing subluxation
where the head bears upon the socket’s edge (edge loading)
(Scifert et al., 2001; Kluess et al., 2007). A relatively vertical cup
orientation may cause edge loading (Mellon et al., 2010), and a
recent clinical study found 34% of 1884 acetabular cups to be
abducted above the ideal 451 maximum (Callanan et al., 2010).
Thus, systematic laboratory investigations are needed to quantify
the wear characteristics or other consequences of these ways that
a prosthetic hip might deviate from ideal behavior.
Dislocation can severely scratch the femoral head (Bourne
et al., 2005). Microseparation can cause ceramic component stripe
wear (Walter et al., 2004; Yamamoto et al., 2005), and in
laboratory tests, stripe wear has contributed to squeaking in
ceramic hips (Taylor et al., 2007). Finite element analyses (FEA)
of edge loading contact stresses from microseparation (Mak et al.,
2002) and impingement (Kluess et al., 2007) have revealed
markedly elevated contact stresses. Hip simulator wear tests
imparting microseparation and edge loading have elicited clini-
cally relevant stripe wear on ceramic prostheses (Nevelos et al.,
2000; Manaka et al., 2004). Each of these effects is a potential
failure mode in the sense that the bearings accrue potentially
harmful damage.
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In ideal concentric loading, the ball and socket are in con-
forming contact, meaning that their contacting surface radii are
closely matched (e.g. o100 mm difference); thus, loads produce
large contact areas and low contact stresses. On the contrary,
adverse loading (e.g. edge loading) induces high contact stress
because the ball and socket come into non-conforming contact,
meaning that the contacting surfaces have radii that differ greatly.
Under such conditions, loads generate smaller contact areas and
higher contact stresses.
Although the Hertzian contact theory has been applied in the
case of concentric ceramic-on-ceramic hip contact (Mak and Jin,
2002), its merits and shortcomings have not been assessed in
abnormal states and multiple material couples. For analyses of
adverse loading, the Hertzian theory may be useful and applicable
provided that the following key assumptions of the theory are
approximately satisﬁed: (1) the materials are homogeneous,
linear elastic, and isotropic; (2) the surfaces are perfectly smooth
and frictionless; (3) the surfaces are non-conforming; and (4) the
contact dimensions are much smaller than the surface radii at the
contact point (Hertz, 1882; Johnson, 1985). Considering these in
the case of edge-loaded ceramic and metal hip prostheses, the
following three preliminary observations are made:
 Items 1 and 2 are as closely approximated as they are in the
case of concentric contact.
 For Item 3, the surfaces are less conforming than in the case of
concentric contact.
 Thus, Item 4 is more likely to be valid than in the case of
concentric contact.
Based on these observations, this study examines the hypoth-
esis that the contact dimensions of edge-loaded ceramic and
metal hip bearings can be accurately estimated using the Hertzian
theory. For contrast, the study also examines the hypothesis that
a plastic bearing material with nonlinear constitutive behavior
will not be accurately modeled by the theory.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Hertzian contact analysis
Contact between a femoral head and a liner’s radiused edge was modeled as a
sphere-torus contact (Fig. 1). Predictions of the contact dimensions were com-
puted using the Hertzian contact theory. For a contact point on the torus surface,










Here, K is the Gaussian curvature and H is the mean curvature, which are
K ¼ cosf
rðRþr cos fÞ , H¼
Rþ2r cos f
2rðRþr cos fÞ ð2Þ
Here, R and r are the torus’ major and minor radii, respectively, and f is the angle
about the torus’ minor diameter. Given the liner inclination y in Fig. 1, f was
related to y as: f¼py. The dimensions of the contact ellipse relate to the





where (Hertz, 1882; Harris, 1991)
S¼ k1þk2þr1þr2 and
D¼ ½ðk1k2Þ2þðr1r2Þ2þ2ðk1k2Þðr1r2Þcosð2aÞ1=2 ð4Þ
Here, r1 (¼r2) was the curvature of the sphere, and a¼0 since one surface was
spherical. Further, e¼O(1b2/a2), where a is the contact ellipse’s major semi-axis
and b its minor semi-axis. K(e) and E(e) are the complete elliptic integrals of the
ﬁrst and second kind. Eq. (3) was solved numerically for e.
Starting from Hertz’s integral formulas (Hertz, 1882), we derived formulas for
the contact ellipse dimensions:













where e0 ¼O(1e2) (Erdelyi, 1953). The contacting bodies’ Young’s moduli
(E1, E2) and Poisson’s ratios (n1, n2) appear within En: 1/En¼(1n12)/E1þ(1n22)/
E2. The maximum contact pressure is Pmax ¼ 3Q=2pab, and the mean pressure is
P¼Q=pab (Johnson, 1985).
Nomenclature
E, En Young’s modulus, apparent elastic modulus
K(e), E(e) complete elliptic integrals of ﬁrst, second kind,
for modulus e
H, K mean, Gaussian curvatures
ID, OD inner diameter, outer diameter
Q normal contact force
Pmax maximum contact pressure
P mean contact pressure
R, r major, minor radii of a torus
a, b major, minor semi-axes of a contact patch
e ellipse eccentricity
e0 complementary eccentricity
a angle between planes of minimum absolute princi-
pal curvature
y orientation angle between a contacting torus and
nested sphere
d polar separation between femoral head and acetabu-
lar liner
S, D functions of the principal curvatures and orientation
of contacting surfaces
k1, k2 principal curvatures at the contact point of a ﬁrst
body in a contact couple
r1, r2 principal curvatures at the contact point of a second
body in a contact couple
n Poisson’s ratio
f angle about a minor diameter in parametric equa-











Fig. 1. Model of edge-loaded contact, with socket shown in cross section. View
gives an anterior-posterior perspective with cup oriented at 501 abduction. In the
experiments, the entire assembly was posed with the load vector Q vertical and
downward; otherwise, the relative positions were as shown.
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2.2. Test specimens
To validate this study’s hypotheses, three different material pairs were tested:
ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC), ceramic-on-metal (CoM), and ceramic-on-plastic (CoP).
The ceramic components were Al2O3 products (Biolox Forte, Ceramtec, Germany).
Two CoC pairs, nominally +28 mm and +36 mm, were examined. The CoCr
(ASTM F 1537) liner was a custom-made facsimile; to reduce cost, its concave ID
was simpliﬁed from a sphere to a cylinder, though without affecting the desired
form of the edge radius. This liner had a nominal 36 mm ID and a 4.0 mm edge
radius polished to 0.05 mm Ra. There were also two plastic liners, nominally+28
and +36 mm. They were custom-made from crosslinked ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (XLPE), and their 2.54 mm edge radii were polished to 0.2 mm
Ra. All components are pictured in the on-line material. The relevant material
properties are given in Table 1.
In the ceramic liners, the edge radius was observed to consist of multiple
segments. The edge was measured by three means: 1) a touch-probe coordinate-
measuring-machine (CMM) with resolution o5 mm (Contura, Zeiss, Germany),
2) an arc-encoder stylus with resolution o0.5 mm (Contracer, Mitutoyo, Japan),
and 3) a laser sensor with resolution o0.1 mm (Nexiv, Nikon, Japan). The
measurements revealed that the edge’s proﬁle was best represented as a series
of arc segments (Fig. 2, dimensions in Table 2). Each segment, being a surface of
revolution, was regarded as a partial torus surface. Both ceramic liners exhibited a
distinct crest where the edge met the spherical surface; otherwise, the junctions
between surface segments were tangent. In the CoCr and XLPE liners, the edge
radii were closely controlled during manufacture to yield single arc segments.
These specimens’ key dimensions are in Table 3.
2.3. Contact tests
The liner was secured via a Morse taper with a titanium acetabular shell. The
shell was securely assembled within a hemispherical cavity in a 481 kg/m3
polyurethane (ASTM F-1839) test block. As an exception, the CoCr liner was
clamped directly in the test ﬁxtures.
The tests created quasi-static contact between the femoral head and speciﬁed
points on each liner’s edge. Fig. 3 shows the typical setup; the on-line material
provides additional photos. The head was attached to the uniaxial test frame’s
actuator. A sine plate was attached to the test frame’s load cell, and the plate
oriented the liner (angle y, Fig. 1) such that the speciﬁed contact point had a
vertical normal vector. The liner assembly was placed on the sine plate under-
neath the head. To align the head’s pole to the nadir of the liner’s edge, we used a
repetitive process of making a contact mark between the head and edge, followed
by shimming the test block to adjust the alignment. Alignment accurate to 20 mm
was conﬁrmed using an optical CMM (Nexiv, Nikon, Japan). The test procedure
consisted of applying a vertical force to press the head into the liner’s edge while
creating a record of the contact patch using a so-called ﬁngerprinting technique
(Sanders and Brannon, 2011) illustrated in the on-line material. The contact patch
was measured at 37–143 magniﬁcation using the optical CMM. Tests were
conducted on multiple liner edge points; the test matrix is in Table 4. For the CoC
pairs, Conﬁguration 1 gave contact on R Minor 1 (Fig. 2) and Conﬁguration 2 gave
contact on R Minor 2; another created contact directly upon the crest (Fig. 2).
3. Results
Fig. 4 shows the recorded contact patches with one example
from each material pair. The on-line material provides additional
examples, with a series of images for each material pair. The
dimensional results are in Fig. 5, and Table 5 summarizes the
results considering the complete load ranges. Table 6 gives
statistics for several tests involving multiple trials. Graphs for
the remaining contact pairs are in the on-line material.
4. Discussion
The ﬁngerprinting contact measurement technique was
inspired by Hertz, who used ‘‘the thinnest possible layer of
lampblack’’ to measure small contacts in glass (Hertz, 1882).
Fig. 6 graphs some of Hertz’ experimental results. Similar to our
results, Hertz’ measurements were generally greater than his
predictions, perhaps caused by squeezing of the lampblack out-
side of the true contact patch. In our technique, it is likely that
contact would squeeze some of the grease slightly beyond the
contact border; furthermore, powder particles may adhere to the
transfer ﬁlm’s edge. Both effects could exaggerate contact dimen-
sions, resulting in increasing relative error with decreasing con-
tact size. In contrast, with Hertzian theory’s assumption that the
contact patch is small, its predictions of the contact dimensions
should increase in accuracy with decreasing contact size, and
Table 1
Material properties for Hertzian contact analysis.
Material Al2O3
a CoCrb XLPEc
Young’s modulus (MPa) 380,000 241,000 1040
Poisson’s ratio 0.26 0.30 0.41
a Mak and Jin (2002)
b Manufacturer’s data. BioDur CCM Plus, Carpenter, Wyomissing, PA, USA
c Manufacturer’s data: Ortho Development, Draper, UT, USA.
Fig. 2. Measurements revealed that the edge proﬁle between the face and the ID of the Al2O3 liners was best described as a series of arc segments. Detail views illustrate
the cross-sectional proﬁles of the+28 and+36 liners.
Table 2
Key edge dimensions (in mm) of Al2O3 liner specimens (R Minor/Major headings
per Fig. 2).
nom. ID R Minor 1 R Major 1 R Minor 2 R Major 2 R Minor 3 R Major 3
+28 17.364 30.665 7.715 21.346 2.290 16.416
+36 11.822 29.442 2.260 20.174 n.a. n.a.
Table 3
Key edge dimensions (in mm) of CoCr and XLPE liner specimens.
Material nom. ID R Major R Minor
CoCr +36 21.920 4.013
XLPE +28 16.807 2.54
+36 20.811 2.54
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vice versa. In Fig. 6, Hertz’ data for load o15 kg shows an erratic
error (percent difference), indicating that the measurement tech-
nique loses relative precision for small contact patches. The data
for load 415 kg trends toward decreased error; this may indicate
that with increasing contact size, decreasing measurement error
overrides the diminution of the contact theory’s accuracy.
As described below, our results exhibited trends consistent with
the sources of potential measurement error. Regarding repeat-
ability of the results, the data ranges were larger for the CoP pairs
than the CoC pairs (Table 6), probably because the rougher
surface of the plastic parts made the contact patch borders less
distinct. Based on the small ranges in the CoC tests, the CoM tests
were performed using single trials.
Hertzian predictions were most accurate in the CoC pairs.
Researchers have reported that Al2O3 maintains an elastic
Hertzian response up to a mean contact pressure of 5 GPa
(maximum pressure 7.5 GPa) (Guiberteau et al., 1994). In the
present tests of the +36 pair, the maximum predicted P was
3.8 GPa, with Pmax¼5.7 GPa (y¼251, Q¼2500 N); thus, based on
the prior research, all the present CoC trials were within the
Fig. 3. Conﬁguration of edge-load test on ceramic prostheses.
Table 4
Matrix of prosthesis edge loading tests. One specimen per pair. y and d per Fig. 1, n¼number of trials performed.
Pair Size Conﬁguration 1 Conﬁguration 2
y (deg.) d (mm) n y (deg.) d (mm) n
CoC 28 16.71 3.0 2 25 5.7 2
CoC 36 16.11 3.5 2 2 6.3 3
CoM 36 151 n.a. 1 30 n.a. 1
CoP 28 201 5.1 1–2 – – –





Fig. 4. Examples of recorded contact patches. Superimposed dashed red ellipses show Hertzian predictions. (a) CoC,+28, 1500 N, y¼16.71. (b) CoM,+36, 400 N, y¼151.
(c) CoP,+28, 20 N, y¼201. (d) CoC,+36, 1000 N, contact on crest illustrated in Fig. 2.
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elastic range. The predictions were more accurate at y¼251 than
at y¼16.11, which is expected because y¼251 gives reduced
surface conformity and therefore better satisfaction of the theo-
ry’s assumptions. The error in semi-minor b (roughly, 10–15%)
was greater than that in semi-major a (roughly, 1–8%). This is
explained by the tendency of the measurement technique to
exaggerate smaller contact patch dimensions, which was also
manifested by increasing error with decreasing a. The lowest-error
results in a (o2% Dif., Fig. 5a, y¼251) compare favorably with
Hertz’ results (o4% Dif., Fig. 6), in spite of our greater measure-
ment complexity (opaque materials and a grease transfer ﬁlm).
An assessment of the theory’s accuracy for CoC edge loading is
difﬁcult due to measurement error and the lack of an indepen-
dent measurement standard. Yet, after slightly discounting the
Fig. 5. Contact patch dimensions and % difference of Hertzian predictions compared to measurements. (a,b) CoC,+36. (c,d) MoM. (e,f) CoP,+36, y¼151.
Table 5
Edge-loaded prostheses; difference between predicted and measured contact
dimensions, summarized over the entire load range. (RMS¼root-mean-square).
Pair y RMS difference mean % difference
a (mm) b (mm) a b
CoC+28 25.01 11.5 24.7 0.9% 14.2%
16.71 15.1 28.4 0.3% 15.7%
CoC+36 25.01 9.4 9.1 0.6% 9.3%
16.11 124.7 18.7 6.3% 11.4%
CoM+36 301 55.1 27.7 7.4% 31.8%
151 105.6 22.5 7.7% 33.1%
CoP+28 201 524.4 113.3 21.3% 47.4%
CoP+36 151 1178.8 83.5 31.5% 42.9%
Table 6
Statistics from several tests with multiple trials (semi-axis dimensions in mm).
Pair +28 CoC +36 CoC +28 CoP +36 CoP
Orientation 16.71 251 201 151
Load 1000 N 1500 N 10 N 10 N
No. of trials 2 3 2 3
Semi-axis a b a b a b a b
Mean 1577 180 1604 102 2255 220 3175 178
Range 6 1 9 4 36 15 63 29
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size-dependent error in b, Hertzian predictions conservatively
have o10% error for CoC edge loading.
In the CoM pair, maintenance of elastic conditions may be
judged approximately using a criterion for avoiding subsurface
yield in circular contacts, Po1:1Sy (Fischer-Cripps, 2000), where
Sy is the metal’s tensile yield strength (965 MPa, certiﬁcation
data). For example, at y¼151 and 400 N, the predicted P was
1134 MPa; this fails the criterion, so subsurface yield likely
occurred in the CoCr for QZ400 N. Each trial was conducted at
a fresh edge point, and no permanent indentations were
observed. In spite of predicted plasticity, the CoM contact patches
were elliptical, and both a and b followed the trends predicted by
the Hertzian theory. The error in a was consistently around5%
for QZ300 N, indicating that a was large with respect to a
subsurface plastic zone. In contrast, the error in b trended greater
with Q4400 N, indicating that plasticity had a noticeable effect
on this smaller dimension. In both a and b, the error clearly
trended greater for Qo300 N, probably due to the size-dependent
measurement errors. To consider metal-on-metal (MoM) contact,
we analyzed a+36 mm CoCr head-liner contact at y¼151. This
virtual pair gave P41:1Sy at Q¼490 N; thus, in a MoM pair, a
higher load is needed to induce subsurface plasticity than in a
CoM pair. The propensity for subsurface yield means that
Hertzian predictions have a limited range of accuracy, roughly
o400 N in this study, in edge-loaded metal bearings. Measure-
ment errors limited our ability to demonstrate the theory’s
applicability throughout this load range; yet, in a, the error was
o10% for Q4100 N.
The error was greatest in the XLPE liners, which is attributed to
the material’s nonlinear elastic properties. As an example, the
+36 pair at y¼151 and 10 N had a predicted Pmax of 25.3 MPa, a
value that is beyond XLPE’s small linear range (o10 MPa,
manufacturer’s data). The CoP pairs are an example for which
edge-load contact cannot be accurately analyzed using the Hert-
zian theory. This conclusion may be extrapolated to metal-on-
plastic (MoP) pairs, because CoP and MoP each act essentially as a
rigid-compliant pair (Bartel et al., 1985).
The contact pressure caused by edge loading is much greater
than that caused by concentric contact. For example, with the
+36 Al2O3 pair edge loaded to 1000 N (y¼16.11), Pmax is
1950 MPa, but for concentric contact, it is 45 MPa. Similar dra-
matic differences were reported in a FEA of microseparation (Mak
et al., 2002). Researchers reported contact pressures 41 GPa for
head-liner contact in FEA of edge-loaded hard bearings (Elkins
et al., 2011). Small elements are needed to yield highly accurate
estimates of edge-loaded contact stresses by FEA. Elkins et al.
reported that 20 elements/mm3 were needed to obtain conver-
gence to the ‘‘gold standard’’ Hertzian analysis. Yet, this volu-
metric density implies an element edge length of 0.36 mm, which
would be insufﬁcient to accurately model the small contact patch
minor axes (e.g. o0.3 mm) seen in the present study. Submodel-
ling techniques have been used for FEA of small stress concentra-
tions and contacts (Cormier et al., 1999), and these techniques
may enable more accurate FEA of edge-loaded hip bearings. The
present study’s results and techniques may serve to experimen-
tally validate such analyses.
The separation d (Fig. 1) was 3.0–3.5 mm for angles yE161,
which is near the upper end of ﬂuoroscopically measured values
(Lombardi et al., 2000; Dennis et al., 2001; Komistek et al., 2002).
Separation of 6 mm for y¼251 is beyond values measured
in-vivo. The d values were chosen partly to reﬂect in-vivo
measurements (thus d¼2, 3.0, and 3.5 mm), and partly to
broaden the range of conditions (thus d¼6, 6.5 mm) and better
elucidate the applicability of the Hertzian theory. Little is cur-
rently known about the in-vivo contact loads experienced during
subluxation; therefore, this study examined widely varying loads
to reﬂect the likelihood that in-vivo contact loads span a
broad range.
Researchers have subjected ﬁne-grained Al2O3 to reciprocated
sliding under a mean contact pressure of 950 MPa, which elicited
severe intergranular fracture and grain pullout in 12,000 cycles
(Cho et al., 1992); CoC hip stripe wear is characterized by a
similar microstructural appearance (Walter et al., 2004). For
further comparison, analysis of the +36 CoC pair (y¼16.11)
shows that P¼ 950MPa is attained at QE400 N. From these data,
it appears that relatively low edge-load contact forces, occurring
repeatedly during in-vivo subluxation, could be sufﬁcient to cause
CoC stripe wear. Notably, a 400 N spring force was employed to
instigate edge loading in microseparation wear tests that pro-
duced CoC stripe wear (Nevelos et al., 2000).
The ceramic liners’ crests (Fig. 2) have been observed pre-
viously (Walter et al., 2004). In this study, contact upon this crest
occurred for a separation, d¼2.0 mm, equal to the average
observed in a group of treadmill-walking hip replacement
patients (Komistek et al., 2002). The observed contact patch
(Fig. 4d) had 15% less area than the patch at d¼3.0 mm
(y¼16.11). This implies that crest loading induces particularly
elevated contact stresses, which exposes yet another potential
cause of stripe wear.
This study has provided extensive evidence that the accuracy
of the Hertzian contact theory for predicting contact dimensions
in edge loading depends on the bearing materials and the contact
position. The theory is most applicable in CoC pairs (with error
o10%) because these maintain elastic response to high contact
pressures. This ﬁnding is valuable because it implies that the
Hertzian theory may be used to predict edge loading contact
stresses (see, e.g. Fabrikant, 2005), thereby expediting develop-
ment of materials and components that are more durable under
adverse loads. The Hertzian theory should also be useful for edge-
loaded CoM (and MoM) bearings, though for loads o400 N since,
above that, subsurface plasticity is predicted. The theory is ill-
suited to CoP (and MoP) bearings due to nonlinear material
behavior.
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Figure S1: Components used in contact tests. a) Ø28 Al2O3 liner. b) Ø36 Al2O3 liner. c) Ø36 CoCr liner; 
this custom-made component implemented cylindrical inner and outer surfaces to reduce fabrication cost, 
but nonetheless had a torus-shaped edge mimicking that of a full-featured CoCr liner. d) Ø28 XLPE liner. 


































40 – 140X magnification
A cotton swab is moistened with grease. The swab is 
used to apply a thin layer of grease to one member of a 
contact pair. Then, the grease is repeatedly wiped with 
clean paper cloths (e.g. 20 times) until naught but a scant 
film of the grease remains.
1
3 The second member of the contact pair is marked by a thin film of grease that has transferred from the first 
member. The transfer film is typically not visible to the 
naked eye.
5 The layer of toner powder is gently blown off with a stream of dry compressed air, e.g. from an aerosol duster 
can. This leaves a mono-particle layer of the toner powder 
adhered to the transfer film, giving an outline of the 
maximum contact area from the contact test. 
6 The contact area is imaged and measured with a measuring microscope. In the present study, this was an 
optical coordinate measuring machine (Nexiv VMR 3020, 
Nikon, Japan). 
4 A generous layer of photocopier toner powder is sprinkled onto the second member, completely covering 
and surrounding the contacted area.
The contact test is conducted. The first, greased 
member of the contact pair is pressed in contact with the 
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To validate models of contact mechanics in low speed structural impact, slender rods with curved tips were impacted in a 
drop tower, and measurements of the contact and vibration were compared to analytical and finite element (FE) models. The 
contact area was recorded using a thin-film transfer technique, and the contact duration was measured using electrical 
continuity. Strain gages recorded the vibratory strain in one rod, and a laser Doppler vibrometer measured velocity. The 
experiment was modeled analytically using a quasi-static Hertzian contact law and a system of delay differential equations. 
The FE model used axisymmetric elements, a penalty contact algorithm, and explicit time integration. A small submodel 
taken from the initial global model economically refined the analysis in the small contact region. Measured contact areas 
were within 6% of both models’ predictions, peak speeds within 2%, cyclic strains within 12 microstrain (RMS value), and 
contact durations within 2 μs. The accuracy of the predictions for this simple test, as well as the versatility of the diagnostic 
tools, validates the theoretical and computational models, corroborates instrument calibration, and establishes confidence that 
the same methods may be used in an experimental and computational study of the impact mechanics of artificial hip joints. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of analyzing the impact of slender rods has previously been addressed in several classical works [1-3]. Recent 
approaches have included substructure analysis [4] and modal analysis combined with a Hertzian contact law [5,6]. FEA has 
been applied to problems of a single impacted rod [7,8] and two impacting rods [9], with results that have shown close 
fidelity to analytical models. Considering experimental approaches, contact duration between impacting metallic spheres and 
rods has been measured using electrical continuity [10,11]. Strain gages have been used to measure the strain waves in 
impacted rods [1,12-15]. Recently, laser vibrometry has been employed to measure the transient velocity on the surface of a 
rod impacted by a sphere [6,8,12,13]. Notably, the problem of a sphere striking the end of a long rod was formulated using a 
system of delay differential equations [12,13]. Viewing the effectiveness of this approach, one aim of the present work is to 
extend this recently demonstrated approach to the case of two impacting rods, and to add experimental validation of the 
predicted contact mechanics. 
To date, neither the contact area nor contact stress generated by such impacts has been adequately analyzed and 
experimentally validated. It is difficult to experimentally record a small, transient elastic contact area; even so, practical 
methods have been described [16,17], including a recent one of our own design that uses inexpensive materials: grease and 
photocopier powder [18]. Accordingly, the second aim of the present work is to measure the contact area generated between 
impacting spherically tipped rods. The results will validate the analytical use of a Hertzian contact law to describe the force-
displacement relation at the impact site.  
Hertzian theory can provide comprehensive contact mechanics predictions [19,20], but its accuracy depends upon 
assumptions that may be ill-suited to some impact problems. FEA also provides a means of examining impact-induced 
contact stress; however, sufficient mesh refinement in the case of small contacts may require small elements that entail high 
computational cost. In the submodelling technique in FEA, the results of a coarsely meshed global model are applied as 
boundary conditions to a submodel of a small area of interest that requires a refined mesh. Submodelling has been applied in 
FEA where a contact area of interest was a small portion of a larger model [21,22].  
Hence, two approaches, analytical and FEA, are suited to simulating the two-rod impact problem on both the macro and 
micro-scales. Likewise, experimental techniques may validate the simulations’ results on both scales. Therefore, this work 
aims to demonstrate both simulation approaches and to compare their predictions with experimental outcomes, at both scales.  
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2. Methods and materials 
2.1.Analytical model 
The analysis begins with the schematic in Fig. 1. Rod 1 with speed s1 travels axially and impacts stationary Rod 2. The rods 
are parallel, and the impact is centric. Dimensions di give the diameters, ri the tip radii, and Li the lengths. The rods’ 
coordinates, x1 and x2, are measured inward from the radiused tip, and the rods are modeled as homogeneous, linear elastic, 
and isotropic; accordingly, the material properties are the densities i, elastic modulii Ei, and Poisson’s ratios i.   
 
Fig. 1 Schematic for the axial, centric impact of two slender rods 
The governing equation of each rod is approximately the 1D wave equation [1]. In Rod 2, the general solution is [23]: 
      2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2,u x t f t x c g t x c 	 
 
  (1) 
Here, u2 is the displacement and c2=E2/2 is the longitudinal wave speed. This solution represents two waves: right-
traveling unknown function f2( ) and left-traveling unknown function g2( ) [1]. A similar equation applies to Rod 1, although 
a reversal of the left/right description applies since x1 is positive leftward. The stress-free boundary condition at x2=L2 implies 
the strain-free condition ¸u2/¸x2=0, which yields g¹2(t+L2/c2)= f ¹2(t	L2/c2), where () denotes differentiation with respect to the 
entire argument. This expression holds at an offset instant to=tL2/c2, which yields: 
  2 2 2 2( ) 2g t f t L c  	  (2) 
At the impacted end (x2=0), the strain is related to the stress via Hooke’s law: ¸u2/¸x2=F(t)/E2A2, where F(t) is the contact 
force during impact and A2 is the cross-sectional area. Applied to Eq. (1), this yields: 
  2 2 2 2 2( ) ( )f t g t c F t E A  	  (3) 
This assumes that the contact force is uniformly distributed across the impacted end, which is inaccurate in the vicinity of the 
contact, but is nevertheless appropriate to model the wave motion far from the point of contact based on St. Venant’s 
principle. In the contact region, the contact force is related to the displacement by a Hertzian contact law [13]: 
F(t)= 	K[(t)]3/2, where K is the Hertzian contact stiffness (addressed below), and (t) is the compression due to impact; the 
negative sign yields a compressive (negative) force and stress. The compression is the difference in rod displacements at the 
impacted ends: (t)= 	u1(0,t) 	u2(0,t), which treats the impacted ends’ displacements as uniform over the cross-section of 
each rod. 
In Rod 1, the strain rate at the free end (x1=L1) is zero: ¸u1/(¸x1¸t)=[	f1(t	x1/c1)+ g1(t+x1/c1)]/c1=0. This holds at an offset 
instant to=tL1/c1, which yields: 
  1 1 1 1( ) 2g t f t L c  	  (4) 
Evaluating the strain rate at the impacted end (x1=0) yields: ¸u1/(¸x1¸t)=[ 	f1(t)+ g1(t)]/c1= F(t)/E1A1. Thus: 
      31 1 1 1 12 ( ) ( )f t g t c K E A t t  
    (5) 
The rate of compression in Eqn. (5) is derived from the compression relation, and it is given by: 
 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t f t g t f t g t     	 	 	 	  (6) 
The governing system of differential equations of the system is thus given by Eqns. (2)-(6). The initial conditions are:  
 1 1 2 2 1 1 1(0) 0, (0) 0, (0) 0, (0) 0, (0) 0, (0)f g f g f g s       	  (7) 
The Hertzian stiffness is [24]: 
 
1* * * 2 2 *4
1 1 2 2 1 2 1 23 with (1 ) (1 )     and     ( )K E R E v E v E R r r r r
	
   	 
 	  
   (8) 
Various kinematic quantities may be determined using suitable derivatives of the wave equation for each rod. For instance, 
the speed and the strain at the midpoint of Rod 2 are:  
            
2 2
1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22, 2 2 2, 2 2c cu L t f t L c g t L c L t f t L c g t L c    	 
 
   	 	 
 
  (9) 
s1 s2 = 0 r1 
r2
d1 d2
¼1, E1, ½1 ¼2, E2, ½2 
L1 x1
L2x2
Rod 1 Rod 2 
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The contact radius, a, and the peak contact pressure within that area, P, relate to the contact force as follows [24]: 
 * * 23 3 4 3 2a FR E P F a    (10) 
Solutions to the governing equations were computed using numerical integration using Simulink (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 
Integration was performed using the MATLAB function ode45 [25]. The time delay was implemented using the Transport 
Delay function block. The model also computed kinematic quantities, e.g. Eq. (9). 
2.2.Finite element model 
The 3D global model comprised the geometries of both rods. The meshes were generated using HyperMesh (Altair, Troy, 
MI) and consisted of hexahedral elements with a longitudinal edge length of 1.0 mm and an average cross-section edge 
length of 0.25 mm (Fig. 2). The material model was linear elastic to represent the steel from which the rods were made (Sec. 
2.3 below). Contact constraints were implemented using a penalty algorithm. 
The submodel comprised the first 14 mm (measured from the impact tips) of both rods. This cutoff length was where the 
subsurface stresses diminished to near-zero magnitudes at the time of peak contact force in the global results. Three mesh 
refinements were used to examine convergence. The element aspect ratios were approximately 1:1:1, and the average edge 
length was successively halved in the refinement steps: from 0.25 (Coarse), to 0.125 (Mid), to 0.0625 mm (Fine) (first 2 
models, Fig. 2b and 2c). The Fine submodel was additionally simplified as a half-symmetry model. The physical 
configuration of the rods is detailed in Table 1. The impact speed, 2.197 m/s, was a value recorded during one of the 
experimental trials. The finite element solver Abaqus/Explicit (Abaqus v. 6.8, Simulia, Providence, RI) was used to perform 
the global and submodel analyses. The 8-node linear hexahedral element type with uniform strain and hourglass control 
(C3D8R; reduced integration element) was implemented for both rods. 
 
Fig. 2 Cross sections of the FE meshes in each rod: a) Global 3D model, b) Coarse submodel, c) Mid submodel. Submodels 
were also cylindrical, but shown as halved to display element density 
Table 1 Physical configuration details of the finite element model 
Rod 1 length Rod 1 r1 Rod 2 length Rod 2 tip Diameter Density Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio Impact speed 
250.09 mm 35 mm 700.99 mm flat 12.70 mm 7.803 g/cc 204.3 GPa 0.30 2.197 m/s 
 
2.3.Experimental techniques 
Both rods were made from a single lot of precision ground A2 steel drill rod. The spherical tip of Rod 1 was finished using a 
concave 35 mm radius cast iron lap charged with diamond particles. The flat tip of Rod 2 was lapped against a granite surface 
plate using fine grit silicon carbide sandpaper. (Due to the flat tip, r2 ¾¿ in Eq. (8), so R*=r1.) There were three specimens of 
Rod 1 to allow repeat trials, and one of Rod 2. The rods were hardened and tempered to Rc 60. The density was determined 
from the volume and the mass of one specimen; length was measured using a height gauge, diameter using a micrometer, and 
mass using an analytic balance. The isentropic elastic properties were measured using the impulse excitation method, ASTM 
12.7 mm 
a) Global model b) Coarse submodel c) Mid submodel 
Total: 
 1.4 M elements
 2.4 M nodes 
Total: 
 193 k elements 
 203 k nodes 
Total: 
 1.5 M elements 
 1.5 M nodes 
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E 1876, using a Grindosonic MK5 instrument (Lemmens, Lueven, BLG). Further, the experiments were designed to maintain 
contact stresses within the material’s linear elastic region; the criterion P < 1.1Sy, where Sy is the uniaxial yield stress [26] 
was upheld by the experimental design.  
The impact experiments were performed in a drop-tower test machine (Dynatup 8250, Instron, Massachusetts, USA) 
(schematic Fig. 3). The machine provides a motorized latch block that suspends a sled. Upon computer command, the sled 
may be released from the latch block into free fall guided by twin columns. To the sled was mounted a tubular fixture that 
suspends Rod 1; the rod was spaced off the tube’s interior surface by 2 oiled o-rings. The rod’s weight was suspended by a 
thin ring of tape whose diameter was slightly greater than the tube’s ID; otherwise, Rod 1 was distally unconstrained. Rod 2 
was suspended in a tubular fixture attached to the test machine base; this fixture also spaced its rod from the interior surface 
via oiled o-rings. Both fixtures provided approximately 6 cm of clearance behind the rods’ distal ends, spaces into which the 
rods could slide freely after impact. Rod 2 was partly supported on its distal end by a plastic plug lightly press-fit into the 
tube; the plug could fall freely into the fixture’s clearance space when Rod 2 was impacted. The position of the lower fixture 
was adjustable to permit manual alignment of the rods to achieve parallel, centric impact. The velocity of the sled was 
measured using an infrared sensor fixed to the drop tower that sensed passage of a flag mounted to the sled. The sensor was 
positioned to detect velocity at the impact position, and it was assumed that Rod 1’s velocity was equal to the sled’s velocity. 
In repeat trials, the impact speed varied slightly (0.02 m/s) because the drop height was not precisely repeatable. 
 
Fig. 3 Schematic of drop tower impact test machine, with both rods, their fixtures, and trigger circuit; data acquisition and 
strain gage circuit not illustrated 
Both rods were wired into an electrical circuit by taping to each a 24 gauge, multi-filament wire. The circuit charged Rod 1 to 
3 V relative to Rod 2 using an electrical power supply. Continuity between the rods during impact created a voltage across a 
10 k resistor, and the voltage was used to trigger data acquisition and to measure the duration of impact. 
The velocity of Rod 2 was measured at its midpoint using a 3D laser Doppler vibrometer (CLV-3D, Polytec, Germany). The 
vibrometer provided 3 separate, orthogonal velocity components, but only the component parallel to the rod’s surface was 
recorded. Strain was measured at Rod 2’s midpoint using two 1000 foil strain gages (WC-06-125AC-W/C, 
MicroMeasurements, Raleigh, NC, USA) oriented to measure axial strain and wired into opposing arms of a Wheatstone 
bridge. This circuit design doubled the bridge sensitivity compared to a circuit with only one active gage. The bridge was 
powered and its output signal was amplified using a high bandwidth signal conditioner (2310B, MicroMeasurements). Use of 

























enhanced the amplifier’s frequency response quality (-3 dB bandwidth of 230 kHz). The bridge and amplifier were calibrated 
using a shunt calibration procedure [27]. The three measurement signals were recorded at 443 kHz using a 16 bit analog-to-
digital (A/D) converter (USB1604HS, Measurement Computing, Norton, MA, USA) controlled by a laptop computer. To 
enhance A/D accuracy, the input range of each A/D channel was programmed to limits just greater than the maximal signal 
value; thus, the ranges for velocity and strain were 10 V, and 0.5 V, respectively. 
A record of the contact between the rods was made using a “fingerprinting” technique. The tip of Rod 2 was given a thin coat 
of bearing grease. The tip was wiped repeatedly (16 times), each time using a clean piece of paper towel, to leave a scant 
grease film. The tip of Rod 1 was cleaned with warm, soapy water and thoroughly rinsed and dried. During contact, a thin 
spot of grease transferred from Rod 2 onto Rod 1. After the test, the entire tip of Rod 1 was sprinkled with black photocopier 
toner powder. The powder was blown off with an aerosol duster can. A monoparticle layer of powder (the “fingerprint”) 
remained adhered to the thin transfer layer of grease. This patch was then microscopically measured and photographed using 
an optical coordinate measuring machine (‘CMM’, Nexiv VMR 3020, Nikon, JPN). The CMM detected edge points by 
analyzing contrast levels in the digital image of the contact patch; 64 points were found at uniform spacing around the patch’s 
perimeter, and these were used to compute the radius and circularity of a best-fit circle. 
3. Results 
The recorded velocity and strain at the midpoint of Rod 2 are graphed with the analytical and FEA predictions in Fig. 4. Also, 
the contact force from both models is superimposed with the contact trigger voltage. Non-scaled transducer voltage data from 
the experimental velocity and strain records (Fig. 4d) demonstrate the sufficiency of the A/D sampling rate. 
Fig. 5 gives photos of the recorded contact patch on the tip of Rod 1, along with a contour plot of the contact pressure from 
the global FE model. The images show the circular contact patch that has been revealed by black toner powder adhering to 
the thin layer of grease transferred from the tip of Rod 2. 
      
Fig. 4 Global model results: a) Speed and b) Strain at midpoint of Rod 2, vertical line at trigger instant; c) Contact force and 
trigger signal; d) Samples of non-scaled voltage data points for speed and strain 
a) b)
c) d)
Analytical       FEA       Exp’t Analytical       FEA       Exp’t




Fig. 5 a) and b): Images of a typical contact patch, ~2.2 mm, recorded by the “fingerprinting” technique: a) from handheld 
camera, b) from optical CMM, original magnification 37×. c) Plot of contact pressure from global FEA, same scale as b) 
Table 2 compares experimental to analytical model results in 2 trials of each Rod 1 specimen. The circularity (as defined by 
ASME Y14.5M) of the measured contact patch was 7-8% of the radius in Specimens 1 and 3, but 11-12% in Specimen 2, 
perhaps indicating that Specimen 2 had more form error in its spherical tip. The predicted contact radius was at most 5% less 
than measured. The peak speed at the midpoint of Rod 2, consisting of values Ã1.0 mm/s, was averaged over the first five 
plateaus in the record; the maximum difference was 2.2%. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the difference in strain was 
computed over the first five periods; the maximum RMS difference was 11.6 microstrain. The FEA model used the impact 
speed of Rod 1, Spec. 1, Trial 3. Table 3 shows the contact force and contact area for the global model and the three meshes 
in the submodel. The contact radius (from r=¡(area/Ä)) of the Fine submodel was 1.14 mm (+2.8% vs. expt.). Fig. 6 
compares the analytical and FEA results of the radial stress component, År, as a function of radial coordinate. The stresses 
were extracted from the element integration points closest to the surface, and the analytical results were computed at identical 
points using formulas in [26]. 
Table 2 Results from two trials of each Rod 1 specimen. ‘Analytical’ gives value and difference from experiment. ‘RMS ’ 
is the root-mean-square difference 







Experimental Analytical Avg. peak speed (mm/s) RMS  strain 
(microstrain) Circularity radius radius Exp’t Analytical 
1 1 2.208 0.098 1.129 1.093 (-3.2%) - - - 
 3 2.197 0.091 1.109 1.090 (-1.7%) 1.114 1.105 (-0.8%) 6.0 
2 4 2.178 0.140 1.143 1.087 (-4.9%) 1.105 1.095 (-0.9%) 11.6 
 5 1.848 0.117 1.059 1.029 (-2.8%) 0.921 0.930 (+0.9%) 3.4 
3 2 2.166 0.090 1.120 1.085 (-3.2%) 1.114 1.089 (-2.2%) 7.4 
 3 2.128 0.083 1.115 1.079 (-3.2%) 1.078 1.070 (-0.7%) 5.0 
  Average  (absolute value) 3.2% - 1.1% 6.7 
 
Table 3 Contact force and area from the global model and three refinement levels of the submodel 
Model Contact force (N) Contact area (mm2) 
Global 5,549 4.61 
Submodel-Coarse 5,219 4.80 
Submodel-Medium 5,368 4.44 
Submodel-Fine 5,492 4.10 
Analytical / Experimental 5,543 3.73 / 3.86 






Fig. 6 Comparison of analytical and FEA subsurface radial stress result, År, from element integration points 
4. Discussion and Conclusions 
Both of the analysis models aimed to give high fidelity predictions of the global structural response. The analytical model 
predicted the peak Rod 2 midpoint speed within 0.7-2.2% error. Likewise, the model’s strain prediction had an RMS error 
(over 5 periods of the vibration) of 3.4-11.6 microstrain (Table 2). Though not tabulated, the error of the model’s contact 
duration prediction was only 1-2 μs, which is approximately the value of the sampling period. The FE model yielded similar 
fidelity, with the plots of its results nearly overlying those from the analytical model in Fig. 4. Similarly accurate predictions 
of global structural response, from both analytical and FE models, have been reported for the case of a ball striking a long rod 
[8,12,13], though without direct measurement of the contact duration and contact area. 
The chief aim of submodelling was to provide a refined FEA focused on the contact mechanics. The peak contact radius 
during impact was ~1 mm, so the 0.25×0.25×1.0 mm elements in the global model were expected to yield relatively coarse 
resolution of the contact stress and area, since contact stress fields are quite localized [26]. The use of three submodel mesh 
refinements with successively halved element lengths has been previously recommended [21]. In the first submodel, the 
contact force differed by -330 N from the global model; the change occurred because mesh refinement reduced the stiffness 
of the contact surfaces while nodal displacements from the global model were applied to the submodel boundary. This effect 
diminished with subsequent mesh refinements, finally yielding a contact force <1% different from the analytical model and 
contact area 6.2% different from the experimental measurement. Ongoing work is expected to improve the FEA results in 
contact area and in the convergence of particular stress values; the existence of some non-convergent stress values in the half-
symmetry Fine submodel has revealed that some nodes were minutely displaced from the symmetry plane.      
 The impact of slender rods provides a means for examining fundamental characteristics of the transient dynamics of 
impacting bodies. These include material property effects, speeds of wave propagation, and contact mechanics. A basic 
understanding of these dynamic phenomena, as they occur in the approximately 1D domain of slender rods, is an important 
pre-requisite to advanced impact analysis and testing involving more complicated structures. In contrast with the case of a 
ball–rod impact, the case of two impacting rods requires consideration of vibrations in both bodies, which may be more 
representative of complicated impact scenarios. 
In our laboratory, this study has served as a means to verify and validate analysis and laboratory techniques for studying the 
transient dynamics of artificial hip joints. An artificial hip may experience small (e.g. 2 mm) separations of the ball from the 
socket [28], followed by rapid relocation that causes high and damaging contact stresses [29]. The hip study’s objective is to 
identify peak contact force and stress during the rapid relocation phase, and these quantities cannot be directly measured. 
Therefore, they are being computed using an FE model of a corresponding dynamically actuated structure in an in-vitro 
relocation simulation. To validate the FE model, the structure’s response to the inputs is measured using laser vibrometry and 
strain gages with high-bandwidth amplification, as used for the two-rod impact study. Thus, the present work has validated 
measurement and analysis techniques in a rudimentary test case, so that they may be applied confidently to a challenging 
biomedical problem. The engineering approach to impact problems in other fields may benefit similarly by preparatory 
testing and analysis of the low speed impact of slender rods. 
a) b)
Analytical       FEA  Analytical       FEA 
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CHAPTER 5
THIN HARD CREST ON THE EDGE OF CERAMIC ACETABULAR  
LINERS ACCELERATES WEAR IN EDGE LOADING









Thin Hard Crest on the Edge of Ceramic
Acetabular Liners Accelerates Wear in
Edge Loading
Anthony P. Sanders, MS, Parth J. Dudhiya, BTech, and Rebecca M. Brannon, PhD
Abstract: Ceramic acetabular liners may exhibit a small, sharp crest—an artifact of discontinuous
machining steps—at the junction between the concave spherical surface and the interior edge. On
3 ceramic liners, this crest was found to form a 9° to 11° deviation from tangency. Edge loading
wear tests were conducted directly on this crest and on a smoother region of the edge. The crest
elicited 2 to 15 times greater volumetric wear on the femoral head. The propensity of the crest to
rapidly (b2000 wear cycles) cause elevated wear under low contact force (200 N) suggests that the
crest artifact of prevailing machining protocols might be a root cause of stripe wear and squeaking
in ceramic acetabular bearings. Keywords: total hip arthroplasty, edge loading, ceramic-on-
ceramic, wear, surface profilometry.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
The manufacturing process commonly used to machine
the inner surfaces of hard acetabular liners suffers a
possible shortcoming that may be a root cause of some
clinically observed wear modes. The inner surfaces
typically comprise a concave sphere (the ID) and a
convex edge that forms a transition between the ID and
the liner's face. Commonly, these surfaces are machined
in separate, discontinuous steps, and it is difficult to
merge these steps to create a smooth and tangent
junction where the ID and edgemeet. Consequently, the
liner may exhibit a small but distinct artifact—a “crest”—
where the ID and edge surfaces meet [1].
The femoral head may sublux (or “piston”) out of the
liner during common activities [2]. Such motion leads to
edge loading, with the head bearing upon the liner's edge
rather than the ID. In hip simulator wear tests, motion
patterns including small subluxation to induce edge load-
ing have elicited greater wear rates than ordinary motion
patterns having only ideal, fully reduced head-liner
contact [3]. The increased wear from edge loading has
been explained as resulting from nonconforming contact
that induces elevated contact stresses that increase surface
damage [1]. Ceramic-on-ceramic hips may commence
squeaking after several months of noise-free service [4].
Such squeaking has been linked to wear damage by
retrieval analysis [4] and by laboratory wear tests [5].
Because edge loading in general causes elevated
contact stresses, we hypothesized that edge loading on
a distinct, sharp feature located upon the edge would
have particularly damaging effects. This study reports
the results of a wear test that isolated the damaging
effects of the crest artifact by comparing the wear from
small sliding across the crest with wear from small
sliding across a smoother region of the liner's edge.
Materials and Methods
Three ceramic liners were examined: a ∅36 mm
alumina matrix composite (AMC, Biolox Delta), a ∅36
mm aluminum oxide (Al2O3, Biolox Forte), and a ∅28
mm Al2O3 (all: Ceramtec, Germany). On each, the crest
was palpable by dragging a fingernail across the ID-edge
junction or by lightly rubbing a femoral head across the
same. Each liner's crest was measured with a stylus
profilometer (SJ401; Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan) by
tracing a 2.5-mm long profile across the ID edge junction.
The wear test was designed to create edge loading with
short distance sliding contact. The tests were conducted
using custom fixtures in a fatigue test machine. The
fixtures included a horizontal spring that pressed the
equator of the femoral head into the liner's edge with a
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200 N force. For a crest trial, the initial head liner contact
point was directly on the crest, and for a smooth trial, the
contact point was on a smooth portion of the edge ∼1
mm above the crest. Each liner was paired with a head of
the same size and material. The liner was reciprocated
vertically (ie, along the test machine's axis) by ±0.5 mm
at 1 Hz for 2000 cycles, whereas the head could pivot on
a swing arm to maintain edge contact. The 2000 cycle
end point was sufficient to elicit measurable roughening
on the femoral head. The contact point was lubricated by
a drip feed of 50% diluted bovine serum. The di-
mensions of the femoral head wear scar were measured
using a stereomicroscope. The volumetric wear was
quantified using an optical surface profilometer (New-
View; Zygo Corp, Middlefield, Conn); further details are
given in the following section.
Results
The stylus profilometer traces (Fig. 1) show the crest
on each liner. The angle at the crest was measured
graphically and scaled appropriately to quantify the
crest's “sharpness.” Table 1 provides the dimensional
and volumetric wear results. Each trial produced a
plainly visible wear scar on the femoral head. The optical
surface profile scans of the smooth trial wear scars were
1.5 × 1.5 mm; 3.0 × 1.5 mm scans were used for the crest
trial scars, yet even these wider scans left some of the
scar width outside of the scanned area (cf. Table 1). Fig. 2
compares these measurements from the ∅28 Al2O3
wear scars. These 3-dimensional surface models come
from subtracting the original scanned surface data from
a sphere best fit to the unworn portion. In the resulting
data, the unworn portion appears approximately as a
plane, and the worn portion appears as surfaces in relief.
The volumetric wear was numerically computed as the
volume contained between the relief surfaces and the
mean plane through the unworn portion.
Discussion
If the ID-edge junction were ideally smooth and
tangent (ie, without a crest), then head liner contact at
the crest location would be more conforming than at the
smooth location; hence, the test would be expected to
cause lower contact stress and less wear at the crest
location. Because the opposite occurred—the crest trials
produced 2 to 15 times greater wear volume than the
smooth trials—it appears that the crest itself was
responsible for the increased wear.
The initial contact positions in the smooth and crest
trials were associated with head-liner separations of 4.7
and 2.0 mm, respectively, for the ∅36 pairs. Although
4.7 mm is beyond the typical range of in vivo measured
subluxations, 2.0 mm is within the reported range.
Subluxation as small as 0.08 mm can instigate edge
loading [6]. Because the crest is the first edge feature that
a subluxing head would contact beyond the ID, in vivo
subluxation in the range 0.08 to 2mmwould likely result
in crest loading such as that examined in this study.
Table 1. Femoral Head Wear Scar Measurements
Bearing
Volume (mm3) Height × Width (mm)
Smooth Crest Smooth Crest
∅36 AMC 0.087 × 10−3 1.362 × 10−3 0.90 × 1.79 1.11 × 4.17
∅36 Al2O3 0.235 × 10−3 0.527 × 10−3 0.87 × 1.43 1.05 × 2.71









liner interior liner face 
200 μm
Spherical ID Edge
Fig. 1. Profilometer traces encompassing each liner's ID and
edge, with the crest at the junction. The profile height is
exaggerated by the differing horizontal and vertical scales; the
stated angles are suitably scaled values.
Fig. 2. Worn surfaces on∅28 Al2O3 head: smooth trial (A) and crest trial (B). The spherical form has been removed, so the wear
volume appears as the region in relief to a plane. The depth scale is magnified to emphasize the surface texture; actual peak depths
are approximately 1.3 μm in (A) and 3.5 μm in (B).
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Little is yet known about the magnitude of head-liner
contact forces during subluxation events. Even so, the
200 N contact force used in this study appears to be low
compared with that applied (500 N) in microlateraliza-
tion simulator tests [7]. The onset of crest-incited wear
in less than 2000 cycles in the present study has
implications for longer term damage. Early postopera-
tive generation of ceramic wear debris from crest loading
damage could lead to third-body wear conditions at the
head-ID interface. This may partly explain a 1- to 2-year
postoperative onset of ceramic hip squeaking [4].
Because edge loading can occur even with minute
subluxation, the liner's bearing surface should be
regarded holistically as including all of the inner
surfaces. To enhance wear resistance, manufacturers
should implement smooth, tangent junctions between
all adjoining geometric segments of this whole bearing
surface. Surgeons should anticipate that edge loading
may occur and should implement techniques such as
proper joint tensioning and prosthesis alignment to
minimize its occurrence and magnitude.
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ABSTRACT: Ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip bearings were tested in short-term wear tests with a systematically varied contact force.
Continuous vibration and intermittent surface roughness measurements were obtained to elucidate potential causes of in vivo hip joint
squeaking. The three-phase test comprised alternating cycles of edge loading (EL) and concentric articulation (CA), always using ample
serum lubricant. A 50,000-cycle wear trial in which the contact force during CA was distant from the head’s wear patch yielded no
squeaking and practically no liner roughening. In 10-cycle trials of an edge-worn head coupled with a pristine liner, the contact force
was varied in magnitude and point of application; immediate, recurrent squeaking occurred only when the contact force exceeded a
critical threshold value and was centered upon the head’s wear patch. In a 27,000-cycle wear trial with the contact force applied near
the margin of the head’s wear patch, recurrent squeaking emerged progressively as the liner’s inner surface was roughened via its
articulation with the worn portion of the head. The results reveal key conditions that yield recurrent squeaking in vitro in various
scenarios without resorting to implausible dry conditions. A fundamental theory explains that hip squeaking is induced by myriad
stress waves emanating from asperity collisions; yet, the root cause is edge loading.  2012 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published
by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res
Keywords: hip prosthesis; ceramic-on-ceramic; wear; noise; squeaking
Ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip prosthesis bearings
exhibit superior wear properties when the in vivo con-
ditions are ideal, as when the bearings articulate con-
centrically.1 However, some CoC bearings retrieved
following in vivo use have exhibited a wear pattern
called stripe wear for its elongate shape on the femoral
head.2 This pattern is caused by edge loading (EL),
but not all such wear is stripe-shaped, and so a more
apt term that relates to the root cause is edge-loading
wear. Edge-loading wear has been produced in a few
laboratories by modifying standard hip simulator
cyclic motion proﬁles.3,4 The modiﬁed proﬁles induce
small separation and EL between the head and
liner, mimicking the in vivo behavior of a lax joint.5,6
Studies with these conditions have replicated clinically
observed edge-loading wear after several million
cycles. Yet, such studies have not produced the exten-
sive wear on the bearing surface exhibited by some
retrievals,7,8 nor have they produced the squeaking
noises experienced by some patients with CoC hips.8
This contradicts hypotheses pointing to edge-loading
wear as an important cause of squeaking.9,10 The con-
tradiction raises questions about the relationship of
edge-loading wear to liner ID wear and squeaking and
about the efﬁcacy of current test methods.
Given the potential for head-liner separations to
occur in vivo,6 hip bearings have two distinct interfaces.
The intended spherical interface between the head and
liner has low contact stresses11 and can be protected
from wear by ﬂuid ﬁlm lubrication.12 The second inter-
face, between the head and the liner’s edge, experiences
more severe loading conditions. There, the low confor-
mity of the bearing surfaces leads to extreme contact
stresses13–15 and poor lubrication conditions. Wear from
this second interface has been implicated to contribute
to CoC hip squeaking.8,10,16 However, just one in vitro
study to date has reproduced squeaking under lubricated,
concentric articulation (CA) with an edge-worn head,
and only under peak loading aligned with the wear
patch.9 Further experiments are needed to validate
hypotheses about a link between wear at the severe
interface and squeaking that can originate at the mild
spherical interface under a variety of in vivo loading
conditions.17 Some in vitro studies have described
squeaking as a discrete, binary variable9,18; this is a
limiting simpliﬁcation, and continuous diagnostics are
needed to uncover the problem’s root causes.
We regarded the CoC hip as a dual-interface, dual-
severity bearing and examined the progressive effects
of wear at both interfaces in a laboratory hip simula-
tor. We hypothesized that wear would develop progres-
sively, occurring ﬁrst on the surfaces in the severe
interface, and later emerging on the liner ID. We also
hypothesized that squeaking would emerge progres-
sively from articulation at the mild interface, depen-
dent on the roughening of both bearing surfaces. Tests
were performed on commercial Al2O3 bearings with
ample lubrication in a custom-built, dual-severity
wear apparatus that provided both EL and CA. To
assess wear, the bearing surfaces’ roughnesses were
measured intermittently in multiple locations. To
assess squeaking, component vibrations were continu-
ously recorded. The observed concomitant progression
of surface roughness and squeaking-related vibrations
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elucidates the fundamental causes of squeaking, and it
supports theories that edge-loading wear induces, or is
at least an integral part of, a chain of events that
causes squeaking in vivo.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Test Design
A schematic of the test design is shown in Figure 1. The femo-
ral head is mounted by repeated impaction onto a 12/14 taper
on a stainless steel swing arm that can pivot on ﬁxed axis
A-A. A liner oriented at a selectable, ﬁxed abduction angle u
can be translated vertically (y-axis) by the test machine’s actu-
ator and rotated about the horizontal axis through its center
(axis B-B) by a step motor. A spring parallel to B-B applies
a force S to the lower end of the swing arm. Further, the
dual-severity articulation modes are detailed as follows:
Concentric articulation (CA, the mild condition, Fig. 1a)
consists of liner reciprocation about axis B-B with the head
fully reduced in the liner. A vertical actuator force on the
liner and the spring force S on the swing arm induce contact
force Q on the head and reaction force R on swing arm axis
A-A. Q forms angle a with the vertical, and the vertical com-
ponent of R (Ry) is the axial force registered by the test
machine’s load cell.
Edge loading (EL, the severe condition, Fig. 1b) consists
of subluxation and reduction motion where the head slides
across the liner’s edge. In subluxation, the liner is lowered
distance y, and S pulls the head across the liner’s edge;
simultaneously, the center-point of head-liner contact traver-
ses angle t on the head’s surface. In reduction, the liner is
raised y, forcing the head back into the liner. Repetition of
EL causes edge-loading wear on the head, spanning t as
illustrated.
The adjustability of Q (using S and Ry) and u is a key fea-
ture. Adjustment of these variables enabled examination of
the hypothesis that CA can induce liner ID wear where the
edge-worn portion of the head articulates with the ID of the
liner; such wear is labeled as liner ID wear in Figure 1a. As
detailed below, tests that varied u and Q (both its magnitude
jQj and orientation a) revealed that ID wear depends on both
u and Q and that squeaking can occur most readily after ID
roughening surpasses a critical threshold.
Custom Test Apparatus
A custom, adjustable apparatus was built to implement the
dual-severity test design. Detailed schematics are provided
in Supp. Figure S1. A few key details are labeled in Figure 2.
The liner orientation is adjustable to simulate abduction
angles of 458 or 608. The liner is rotated using a NEMA-23
step motor (Powermax II, Paciﬁc Scientiﬁc, Rockford, IL)
equipped with a 10:1 reduction gearhead. The spring is con-
nected to the swing arm 134 mm below the swing arm’s pivot
axis. The spring force is measured using an in-line load cell.
The entire apparatus (except swing arm and head) is at-
tached to the vertically oriented, bottom-mounted actuator of
a servohydraulic test frame (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN). The
swing arm is attached via an adapter to the test frame’s top-
mounted load cell. The test frame’s controller synchronizes
the motions of the actuator and the step motor to effect both
articulation modes as directed by a custom program. During
operation, the bearings were continuously lubricated with
diluted bovine serum using a gravity-fed drip system, as
detailed below.
Measurement Protocols
Bearing surface textures were measured at intervals during






     force
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Figure 1. Schematic of dual-severity test design. a: Concentric
articulation; top view hides swing arm and includes head section
C-C to reveal liner ID wear. b: Edge loading. Figure 2. Dual-severity test apparatus.
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(Fig. 3). The liner was removed from the apparatus and held
within an adjustable angle vise. The 2 mm radius tip of a
stylus proﬁlometer (SJ-400, Mitutoyo, Japan) was positioned
within the liner interior such that the stylus measured along
a meridional arc segment symmetrically disposed about the
nadir (the arc’s lowest point). Measurements were taken at
multiple ID locations; the liner was rotated to angles u and b
to position predeﬁned measurement locations (Fig. 3a)
beneath the stylus. All proﬁlometer measurements had an
evaluation length of 1.25 mm and a cutoff length of 0.25 mm.
Edge-loading wear on the head was also quantiﬁed by
measuring the length and width of the visually matte wear
patch with a digital caliper.
Squeaking was quantiﬁed using vibration measurements.
A laser Doppler vibrometer (CLV-3D, Polytec, Germany) was
focused on a midpoint of the swing arm. The vibrometer’s
voltage output was streamed via a data acquisition board to
computer memory at 50 kHz. Afterwards, the data were
scaled to velocity values and divided into separate segments
for each half-cycle of liner rotation. The power spectrum of
each segment was computed using a fast-Fourier-transform
(FFT) technique, and the power at particular frequencies
was recorded. The frequencies were those that exhibited
dramatically increased power concomitant with instances of
audible squeaking. The tests were human-attended, and
audible squeaking was noted as it occurred to further corrob-
orate the signals that are interpreted as squeaking in the
vibration data.
Uniform Test Conditions
Throughout the study, the bearings were Ø36 mm alumina
implants (Biolox Forte, Ceramtec, Germany). The lubricant
was bovine serum acquired with a protein concentration of
30 g/L (Hyclone, Logan, UT) and further diluted with deion-
ized water to 17.5 g/L. The lubricant was gravity-fed to the
bearing couple at 10 drops/min. The liner rotation (about
axis B-B) had a peak-to-peak amplitude of 508 at 1008/s. The
liner abduction angle (u) was 608 except in certain trials of
Test DS2 described below.
Tests
Two bearing pairs were tested under varied conditions:
1. Dual-Severity Test 1 (DS1): This test comprised the
following 2 phases:
a) The ﬁrst 2500 cycles of this test alternated 1 cycle of
EL with 5 cycles of CA. The spring was preloaded to
S¼75 N. During EL, in the subluxation half-cycle,
the liner was lowered by y ¼ 0.9 mm in 0.3 s, and
the head-liner contact center-point slid onto the
liner’s edge as illustrated in Figure 1b. In the reduc-
tion half-cycle, the liner was raised 0.9 mm in 0.5 s.
During CA, the axial force was Ry ¼ 2750 N.
b) Next, the test alternated between 10 cycles of CA
and 1 cycle of EL, to 50 k cycles of CA.
2. Dual-Severity Test 2 (DS2): This test comprised 4
phases, detailed as follows:
a) Initial EL: The head was ﬁrst worn over 5000 cycles
of EL. The spring preload was S ¼ 75 N. For
subluxation, the liner was lowered y ¼ 1.3 mm in
0.5 s. During reduction, the liner was returned
y ¼ 1.3 mm in 0.9 s, while it was twice rotated 158
as a means to lengthen the expected wear patch.
Supp. Movie SI demonstrates this test activity.
b) Varied u and Q (VQ): Twelve 10-cycle trials of CA
were performed with varied u and Q. Changing Q
varied the contact pressure and the placement of
the contact force with respect to the head’s wear
patch; changing u altered the area of the head cov-
ered by the liner. Three contact force angles a were
used: a ¼ 08, 7.58, and 158; at 158, Q was directed
into the center of the head’s wear patch. Two force
magnitudes, jQj ¼ 500 and 1000 N, were used at
each a. Trials were performed at u¼ 458 and 608.
Vibrations were measured.
c) Dual-Severity (DS): 25 k cycles of CA were performed,
alternating 250 cycles of CA with 10 cycles of EL. The
test began with jQj¼400 N directed into the head’s
wear patch (a ¼ 158). Squeaking arose early (3000
cycles of CA); so, Q was changed to eliminate the
squeaking: a was reduced to 88, and jQj was increased
to 1000 N. Vibrations were measured during CA.
d) Final CA: 2500 cycles of CA were performed with no
EL. Vibrations were measured.
RESULTS
Dual-Severity Test 1
Test DS1 produced an elongate wear patch on the
head, little roughening of the liner, and no squeaking.
The wear patch dimensions are graphed in Figure 4
along with the roughness at the patch’s center. The
patch was centered 14.58 from the pole (per Fig. 1b,
l ¼ 14.58). Photos showing the wear patch’s growth
are in Supp. Figure S2. The head’s roughness across
the pole was essentially unchanged. The liner was
measured at nine positions on the ID, and all showed
essentially no roughening—the greatest roughness














Figure 3. Liner ID surface texture measurement approach. a:
Matrix of measurement locations. b: Sectioned liner and proﬁl-
ometer stylus.
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Dual-Severity Test 2
The Initial EL phase produced a 3  17 mm head
wear patch, centered at l ¼ 158 from the pole. Its
roughness, measured across its narrow dimension at
the center, was 87 nm Ra. A photo of the wear patch is
in Supp. Figure S3.
The VQ trials produced audible squeaking only for
u ¼ 608 and only when the contact force was directed
into the head’s wear patch (a ¼ 158), at the highest
load (jQj ¼ 1,000 N). Figure 5 compares the vibration
signals from three different half-cycles of CA, with
constant jQj but varied u and a. To quantify the
squeaking, the signal power surrounding distinct
squeaking-related peak frequencies was isolated. At
each such frequency, the power was summed from the
FFT power spectrum over a span of 12 Hz centered on
the peak frequency. Summing the power in all such
frequencies yielded the squeaking power, denoted as
Fi, where i is the count of CA half-cycles. Fi was com-
puted for each half-cycle, rather than each cycle,
because the bearings often made different sounds in
opposite directions of liner rotation. Figure 6 compares
the mean value of F across the 12 trials in this phase.
Only for u ¼ 608, with a ¼ 7.58 and 158, was the power
in the squeaking-related frequencies noticeably great-
er than the signal’s noise level. Supp. Figure S4
graphs Fi for the 12 trials in this phase.
The Dual-Severity phase produced roughening of
the liner ID and intermittent bouts of squeaking. The
liner surface texture was measured at 18 locations giv-
en by the combinations of u ¼ 60, 66, 70, 74, 78, and
828 with b¼ 0, 25, and 258; Supp. Table S1 gives the
complete results with four measures of roughness.
Figure 7 compares the ID roughness at four locations
having b ¼ 08, along with the squeaking power (Fi). Fi
rapidly increased during the ﬁrst 3,500 cycles with
jQj ¼ 400 N and a ¼ 158. Squeaking that was audible
from a distance >1 meter was generally associated
with F > 1 (mm/s rms)2. When conditions were
changed to jQj ¼ 1,000 N with a ¼ 88, squeaking
ceased, and then Fi trended slowly greater until
squeaking became quite common after about 21 k
cycles. Fi often increased dramatically during a 250-
cycle interval of CA, yielding the relatively vertical col-
umns of data points in Figure 7. On some occasions,







































Figure 4. Test DS1: Femoral head’s wear patch roughness,
width, and length.





















Figure 6. Mean squeaking power (F) from 10-cycle trials in
VQ phase. Error bars are 1 std. dev., except 608/158 where they
are ½ std. dev.
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Figure 5. Vibrations during three VQ trials.
Top row: Vibration signals; Bottom row: Respec-
tive power spectra. Left: Minimal vibration; Mid-
dle: Increased vibration without squeak; Right:
Audible squeak.
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The Final CA phase yielded audible squeaking with
great regularity; Supp. Movie S2 demonstrates
squeaking in this phase. An exception was during an
500-cycle interval (t in Fig. 7b) after the bearings
had been temporarily removed for surface measure-
ment. Figure 8 shows photos of the bearings’ rough-
ened areas after test completion.
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that squeaking in CoC hip
bearings can emerge at different rates and in different
ways, depending on the contact force Q and the liner
abduction angle u. In the short-cycle VQ trials, squeak-
ing occurred only when jQj was maximum and a was
aligned directly with the head’s wear patch. Yet, the
other VQ trials exhibited increasing vibration energy
(Figs. 5 and 6) as jQj was increased and a was aligned
closer to the wear patch. The minimal vibrations seen
with u ¼ 458 can be attributed to improved ﬂuid ﬁlm
lubrication when the liner covered more of the head.
In Test DS2, recurrent squeaking emerged in a short
interval when Q was aligned with the center of the
head’s wear patch, even though jQj was low, 400 N.
The liner ID was roughened little during this interval.
In the second interval of Test DS2, Q was aligned
more distant from the head’s wear patch, and recur-
rent squeaking emerged much later, after the liner ID
was substantially roughened. Q was placed most dis-
tant from the wear patch (a ¼ 18) in Test DS1, and
squeaking never emerged, even though jQj was much
greater, 2,750 N.
The results from an intermediate scenario, i.e., the
second phase of Test DS2 with Q indirectly aligned
with the head’s wear patch, provide the best founda-
tion for an explanation of squeaking emergence in
vivo, where loading varies widely. In this theory,
squeaking emerges as a chain of events induces
increasing vibration energy in a component of the
prosthesis system. The evolution of a squeaking CoC
hip can be described using the relative time sequence
below. (Italicized times follow labels in Figure 9; they
are illustrative only and are scaled from the time span
of months-to-years during which squeaking typically
emerges in vivo.)
0:00: New, pristine bearing surfaces articulate con-
centrically, and ﬂuid ﬁlm lubrication prevents contact
of asperities. Component vibration is minimal, and no
noise is heard.
Interval 0:00–1:00: Small head-liner separations
result in EL with high contact stresses that elicit
edge-loading wear on the head. Patient may perceive
clicking, but not squeaking.
1:00: Asperities within the head’s wear patch are
large and granular; some penetrate the lubricant ﬁlm.
Asperity contact with the liner ID causes high magni-
tude micro-scale contact stress, even though macro-
scale contact pressure is low. Asperity contacts radiate
weak stress waves. Component vibrations increase
modestly.
Interval 1:00–8:00: Over a long time, numerous
cycles of CA occur with occasional EL. The head wear
patch grows. Asperity contacts with liner ID create
contact fatigue damage.
8:00: High-stress asperity contacts may have caused
plastic changes such as twinning in surface grains,
leading to intergranular cracking.19 A few grains have
spalled from the liner; the voids experience energetic
collisions with head asperities, sending out strong
stress waves. Stress waves traverse intact grain
boundaries but reﬂect from cracked boundaries. The
liner becomes rougher. Component vibrations become
stronger and more variable.
Interval 8:00–11:59: Liner ID surpasses a contact
fatigue threshold, and wear rapidly becomes severe,
with extensive grain pullout and rapidly increasing
roughness.19 Occasional squeaks occur.














































Power 60° 74° 78° 82°
|Q|=400 N, α=15° |Q|=1000 N, α=8° t
a b
Figure 7. Squeaking power (Fi) and liner surface roughness in Test DS2. a: DS and Final CA phases; line plots show liner ID
roughness at four values of u, all with b ¼ 08. b: Focus on Final CA phase; t highlights an interval in which squeaking did not occur
after temporary bearing removal.
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11:59: Numerous large, granular asperities from
both bearing surfaces penetrate the ﬂuid ﬁlm and col-
lide during CA, inducing strong stress waves. Inter-
granular cracking continues, yet many colliding
asperities are peaks of ﬁrmly anchored grains. Vibra-
tion energy reaches a critical level that induces compo-
nent resonance. Patient suffers persistent squeaking.
This theory of squeaking evolution is supported by
test observations and scientiﬁc reports. CA between
pristine surfaces occurred in the VQ trials with a ¼ 08,
and Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the minimal vibra-
tion power. Test DS1 showed that edge-loading wear
occurs much more rapidly than ID wear. Several
reports show the granular microstructure of wear
patches.2,20 Figure 7 shows the trend of increasing
vibration power concomitant with increasing surface
roughness. Cho et al.19 reported that in sliding wear,
alumina exhibits a sharp mild-to-severe wear rate
transition, after which its bearing surface displays
intergranular fracture and grain pullout. In Test DS2,
such a transition occurred between 20 k and 21.5 k
cycles, and it greatly widened the visibly matte,
roughened area of the liner ID. At 20 k cycles, the
matte area spanned 158 < b < 158, and by 21.5 k
cycles, it spanned 308 < b < 308. Figure 7 corrobo-
rates sudden increases in the rate of roughening.
Figure 7 also demonstrates that powerful squeaking
can emerge ﬁrst on an infrequent basis and later
become routine.
An unexpected outcome in Test DS2, that squeak-
ing became continual after cessation of EL (Final CA
phase), helps explain the relationship between asperi-
ties and vibrations. When asperities collide, some of
the bearings’ kinetic energy is transferred to the com-
ponents in the form of minute stress waves that propa-
gate throughout the components. The interaction of
these waves with a component’s surface causes minute
elastic displacements detectable with the vibrometer.
The intermittent EL cycles induced severe contact
stresses that created a thin, freshly damaged layer in
which grains were poorly bound to the matrix. In sub-
sequent CA, such poorly adhered grains did not effec-
tively transmit the energy of asperity collisions into
stress waves (vibrations); instead, the loosely held
grains gained kinetic energy as they were pulled from
the surface, becoming mobile particles. But once EL
was halted, the freshly damaged layer was quickly
worn away. Then, during the Final CA phase, asperity
collisions occurred between surface grains well-ad-
hered to their respective substrates; so, the energy of
these collisions could readily propagate across intact
Figure 8. Worn areas of (a) liner and (b) head revealed by rub-
bing with graphite pencil. Labeled marks on the liner show the
angles b where surface texture measurements were made.
Figure 9. Diagram for the theory of the evolution of squeaking in CoC hip joints. Time labels and ‘Vibration E(nergy)’ meters are
illustrative, to provide simple relative values.
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grain boundaries as stress waves, which consistently
raised the component vibration energy to a critical,
resonance-inducing level. This phenomenon also oc-
curred without EL, around interval t during Final CA
(Fig. 7b).
Many authors have proposed that CoC squeaking in
vivo is caused in part by reduced lubrication,18,20–22
some even proposing dry contact. Several in vitro
studies have tested CoC hips for squeaking with no
lubrication, and most have reported better success
producing squeaking with dry conditions than with
lubrication.9,18,23,24 Our study used only lubricated
conditions, and the results corroborate the explanation
by Laurent et al.20 that the ﬂuid ﬁlm is ‘disrupted’ by
increased surface roughness; that is, the ﬂuid ﬁlm is
penetrated by large asperities. Interpreting ‘disrup-
tion’ in the more extreme sense of an absence of lubri-
cation in vivo, leading to the implausible scenario of
a dry CoC interface, is probably overreaching, and
as our study shows, an unnecessary component of a
theory of squeaking in vivo.
All known previous studies examining squeaking in
vitro have used a liner with an unworn ID. One of
these9 produced squeaking in a scenario similar to the
sole VQ trial that produced squeaking; namely, the
contact force was aligned directly with the head’s wear
patch. Liners retrieved from squeaking CoC hips have
displayed ID wear similar to that from Test DS2.7,8
Taken together, prior observations and our results
suggest that in future research of CoC hip prostheses,
particularly in multi-axis simulators with ﬂexible and
programmable inputs, wear testing protocols should
include joint forces directed close to or aligned with a
femoral head wear patch elicited via edge loading. An
in vitro model of in vivo squeaking evolution should
include the following: (1) Lubrication, (2) Edge loading,
and (3) Concentric articulation wherein the contact
force can cause wear asperities formed by edge loading
to penetrate the ﬂuid ﬁlm. Since edge loading is the
ﬁrst step in a chain of events that leads to CoC wear
and squeaking, future research should also be directed
toward designs, materials, or techniques that will
reduce its severe effects.
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Supp. Figure S1: Schematic of Dual-Severity test apparatus. b) provides section view on longitudinal mid-
plane to reveal details of holding the liner. 
Key details in a): Swing arm axis is axis A-A of the article’s Figure 1. Drive axle and support axle form axis 
B-B of  the article’s Figure 1. Connecting rod applies spring force to swing arm. Base platform is attached to 
test frame actuator. Gimbal holds liner tray, in which liner is mounted. Tray index pin holds abduction angle.
Key details in b): Gimbal is secured to drive axle via shaft collar. Liner straps hold liner and liner insert within 
liner tray. Drip lubrication tube drips fluid onto bearing from a reservoir (not shown).
a) Isometric view
b) Detail section view
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Supp Figure S3:  Femoral head after the Initial EL phase. Wear revealed by rubbing the 
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7500 7 70 20 20 7 70 20 30 10 80 30 30
10000 6 70 20 30 7 110 30 30 6 120 20 40
12500 6 100 30 30 7 110 30 40 7 220 20 70
15000 6 80 30 20 8 270 30 80 7 170 20 60
17500 6 60 20 30 7 210 30 60 8 260 30 70
20000 6 70 20 30 7 130 30 50 7 100 20 50
21500 6 80 20 30 8 250 30 80 15 640 130 50
24000 7 90 20 30 7 200 20 60 11 360 70 90
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CHAPTER 7
A PROXY WEAR TEST FOR EDGE LOADING IN HIP PROSTHESES:  
USING HERTZIAN SURROGATE TEST SPECIMENS  
TO EVALUATE CERAMIC MATERIAL PAIRS











was assured in the sense that their theoretical contact dimensions and pressures were iden-
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were fabricated in three ceramic materials: Al2O3*93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ZrO2. They were mated in three different material pairs and reciprocated under a 200 N 





























ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) prosthetic hip joints.







occur in a variety of human activities.1,2	3 that 















trum of candidate materials. A standard simulator wear test involves only the mild contact 
	(7 An adaptation of this method has included 
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tests were performed on H/L pairs in three different CoC combinations. Wear scars on the 












7.3.1 Test specimens and surrogate pair design
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between Radius 2 centers
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and spheroid, which were as follows: r1=5.148 mm, r2=30.521 mm, and r3=5.137 mm.











of Al2O3 (Table 7.2) for all components. The values of r1, r2, and r3 described the C/S pair, 
x(!$$=(	*3
tests were performed on Al2O3 Head/FL and C/S pairs to measure their contact patch di-
90
Table 7.1. Mathematical nomenclature
1O, 2O 	#	?%*Ô1OÔÕÔ2OÔ
1O, 2O Principal curvatures of the femoral head. 1O=2O since the head is spherical.
Ö 	$%	
		#(Öspherical.




r1, r2; r3 *.
@
	


















	5(Top view: Spheroid is broadly curved, so a dashed ellipse shows its 
	( Front view& 3 %  
  	# 








Table 7.2 describes the properties of the three ceramic materials used in the wear tests. 
-% 	* > 2 head, which was custom made. The 




































a Al2O3 1.75 20 3.97 3.2 _|* (}
b ZTA 0.56 19 4.37 6.5 358,000 0.24





































load cell  
drip lubrication 
spring  






















ibility of the results.
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CL tests: 2,000 cycles; Head/FL tests: 2,250 cycles; A/A and A/ZTA C/S tests: 1,000 cy-
cles; A/Zr C/S tests: 2,000 cycles. As discussed later in the article, these test durations were 

































to create a 200 N normal contact force between the cylinder and spheroid. The spheroid 






der’s wear path was shorter than the head’s to accommodate limitations of the SWLI used 
%(-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%
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contact pressures (not shown) were likewise theoretically identical to second-order accu-
racy with respect to distance from the contact point. For a normal contact force of 200 N as 
	%*>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the FL and the spheroid.
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tests. The actual contact patches were measured with the optical CMM,11 and the theoreti-
	%=9%?
(3*			4x(~
Ref. 6) major and minor diameters (1.618 and 0.109 mm). The actual C/S contact patch 
% 	  	$   	
%	 4
r2_{(x}!5	#4r2=30.521 mm). Results (not shown) at 100 N and 
300 N contact forces were similar to those at 200 N.  
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x(|%>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wear to be computed as the volume between the plane and the depressed surfaces.13 For 
*	%(	*	%
Actual
major Ø = 1.597, range = 1.581-1.628
minor Ø = 0.163, range = 0.158-0.169
major Ø = 2.120, range = 2.056-2.212




measurements major Ø = 1.699, minor Ø = 0.109 major Ø = 1.872, minor Ø = 0.102
Cylinder/Spheroid pair
0.5 mm
All dimensions in mm
x(x(	  	 3  (	&   
from 3 trials. A/A material pairs with normal load of 200 N. 0.5 mm scale bar applies to all.
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cylinder axis (all C/S pairs)
sliding (all)










































































































contact pressure distribution. On the ZrO2 heads, the scars were darkly discolored  and 
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the wear phenomena of a full-scale hip implant in a wear test focused on the severe, but 
	*
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stresses. Prior research has shown that Al2O3>$%


(16 We deemed that such a transition marks a failed ceramic 
surface, and we empirically determined the different test durations so that all test series 


















































































*$$	>		2O3 wear in the simulator tests, which ran 





relatively lower contact stress. The ZrO2 had the lowest elastic modulus, so the A/Zr pair 
had the lowest predicted contact pressure, 20% and 18% less than that predicted for the 












these results should be interpreted cautiously because prior hip simulator results, both with 















on some retrieved implants.15 With the inclusion of microseparation to mimic in-vivo sub-
	>*''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wear scars similar to those on retrieved implants.22 Even so, those severe-condition tests 





































than one hour. The SWLI used to measure wear volume was perhaps the most specialized 
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Chapter 7), since the latter test does not involve the relatively mild conditions of concentric 
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articulation. In Part 1, the center disk (a) is pressed by force F1 into contact with the edge 
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>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4d) to the center 
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surface; likewise g5(<*8!|³4e1) and lowered 
(e2) to contact the concave surface of the trough (f). Then, the center disk is simultaneously 
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similarities between the DSS and DSC test series; for instance, in each, the material pair 
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tion. A future study with all material pairs identically matched could be undertaken with 
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(stepper motor not shown)
a) Isometric view






























a) Full-scale components for DSC wear tests


















“Ceramtec” are the names of the two raw material manufacturers. a) Pairs for DSC test 
series; b) Pairs for DSS test series.
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of the worst-case cross-section of the C/S pair’s interface. Thus, it is hypothesized that the 
entire contact patch of the C/C pair will wear at about the same rate as the central portion of 
the C/S pair’s contact patch, which, as shown by Chapter 7, is the portion that wears fastest.
Table 8.1. Specimens available for DSS test
Component Material Manufacturer Quantity
Center disk Al2O3, ZTA, ZrO2 AstroMet 2 each
- ZTA AstroMet 12
	 ZTA AstroMet 6
Head Al2O3, ZTA Ceramtec 3 each
ZrO2 AstroMet 1
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  (8.2) 
Here, W	
	*r1 and r2 are the radii of the two cylinders in the 












































the wear on a cross-section of the C/C pair is very similar to that on the central section of 
'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(Chapter 7).

















study used a hip simulator machine, compared Al2O3-Al2O3 and Al2O3-ZrO2 material pairs, 
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8.5 Perform surrogate wear tests to rank several materials
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most recently marketed type, ZTA, and types which to date have only been evaluated in 
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tails about several materials recently introduced or studied, all of which are candidates for 
inclusion in a broad study as proposed.























a boon to knee implant research and development in much the same way as to hip implants.
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need to use crosslinked UHMWPE for these implants, to reduce wear. However, because 
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Material Year References Notes
ZTA 2004 }*~ Commercialized







2003 x3! Vapor deposition process
Chromium nitride 
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implant materials, and many orthopaedic test laboratories possess this machine. It accom-
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“Delta Ceramic-on-Alumina Ceramic Articulation in Primary THA: Prospective, Random-
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of relevant discoveries. 
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	%%	2O3 and ZTA prompted a caution that 
	(
Ý Manuscript, prepared for submission to Journal of Orthopae-
dic Research (Chap. 7)
Original, mostly achieved
4. Quadrant 2: Build and validate 

	@
determine contact forces and stresses
Ý Global model with 10-15% stress error; contact force hence 
	$		3	%(
Ý Sub-modeled contact stresses not accurately modeled due to 
software’s lack of traction boundary conditions
Ý Documented in M.S. thesis: Deepika Kakarla !








Table 9.2. Ancillary objectives






7. Quadrant 1: Test and analyze CoM 
'	
Ý Demonstration that Hertzian theory is less accurate for CoM 
and CoP than for CoC
Ý Published in Journal of Biomechanics (Chap. 3)
8. Quadrant 2: Analyze and test 2-rod 
impact with Hertzian contact












Ý Published in Journal of Arthroplasty (Chap. 6)














Ý Published in Journal of Orthopaedic Research (Chap. 5)
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tion modes may be important because success in one mode may not predict success in 
the other mode or both modes combined.
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